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WHAT?
I want to focus on our 
relationship with work, 
personally as well as in 
Swiss society. Our cur-
rent system is designed 
to support working and 
it’s a concept so normal-
ised that it is often done 
without much thought. 
There are so many nar-
ratives surrounding the 
topic of work, both pos-
itive and negative. Work-
ing is the norm and our 
society is built around 
it. I’m interested in this 
working culture and want 
to get myself and peo-
ple participating in my 
project thinking about it. 
Why do we work? What 
does it mean ‘to work’? 
What connection do we 
have with work?

A HONG KONG BASED CENTRE 
TO TREAT FUTURE LEISURE TIME 
PROBLEMS
Last semester I participated in a program called 
‘Transcultural Collaboration’ where we went to Hong 
Kong. For the final presentation my group and me 
wanted something that people could relate to and 
have a reference from, from their everyday life. So we 
chose the topic of work and how it would change 
with automation and AI. For this we read different pa-
pers and articles from futurologists and philosophers. 
We also filmed interviews with people working in the 
field of AI and automation, namely Nadia Thalmann, 
a professor at NTU Singapore and pioneer in social 
robots, and with Tomás Laurenzo, assistant professor 
at the School of Creative Media in Hong Kong, as well 
as lay persons on their fears and dreams regarding 
the future of work. To get an even broader view we 
also talked to science fiction writers to figure out their 
take on thinking about the future.

It all resulted in a mixed media installation called ‘Lei-
sure Time Centre, 2037’. The installation raised ques-
tions on the future of work and the role that humans 
are going to play in an automated society.

We live in a world that is designed to work. Eight hours a day, five days a week. 
Probably more.

What relationship do you have with work? Where does work fit into life? Where 
does life fit into work?

This project is a collection of narratives on our relationship to work and working 
culture. I start with a personal reflection, look at different philosophical and politi-
cal critiques of work and close with online conversations.
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What will happen to us, if everybody has more free time at their disposal? Is there 
going to be a lost generation because the governments of the world fail to react 
adequately to a new, inhuman workforce? Which problems will remain the same 
(human relationships?) and which will arise (envy of robots?) due to technical de-
velopments?

A survey from 2013 revealed that the least likely job to be overtaken by a machine 
is the position of recreational therapists1: The installation therefore presented itself 
as a centre for activity-based interventions with an emphasis on the individual’s 
well-being. A therapy about what to do with your hypothetical soon-to-be-avail-
able new free time.

I thoroughly enjoyed diving into this subject with my group. The aim of the pro-
ject was to capture a glimpse of the possibilities that arise with new technolo-
gies. Since many factors come into play, talking about the future will always be 
an ambiguous undertaking. Nevertheless, we are convinced that automation will 
increasingly play a bigger part in our lives, and embracing the challenges and 
opportunities now is the only way to gain a deeper understanding of the matter. 
So rather than struggle, we can choose to coexist with evolving technologies. Ul-
timately, and also an essential drive for approaching this subject, is that we are in 
a very privileged and unique position of living in this rapidly changing era, whilst 
having the luxury to be able to ponder about topics that will profoundly change 
cohabitation and existing (economical, institutional and social) structures as we 
know them.

WHY DO I WRITE ABOUT THIS?
I found the emotional aspect attached to work very interesting. As soon as work 
got involved in a discussion, everyone had an opinion about it and the conver-
sation quickly became very personal. The topic of work includes many different 
aspects that I find fascinating such as structures of power, norms in society, iden-
tity and values that come with economic and social systems. I would like to build 
onto our research in Hong Kong and look at the work-relationship aspect more in 
detail. I feel as if for something that we spend about half of our waking time doing, 
the concept of working is not being discussed enough.

QUESTIONS I ASK MYSELF
I’m interested in the relationship to work, personally as well as for other people. 
What position does work hold in our life? Why do we work? How does our rela-
tionship to work shape us?

...BUT HOW?

QUALITATIVE OR EVEN ARTISTIC RESEARCH

In using research in a qualitative, exploratory and evocative manner I want to get 
more personal information out of it. In my data-gathering and evaluation process 
I want to develop my own approach to field research. What I find interesting in 
design research is that in the words of Marc Steen it’s ‘highly contextual and a key 
principle of a human centred design process by involving users in one or many 

1 THE FUTURE OF EMPLOYMENT: HOW SUSCEPTIBLE ARE JOBS TO COMPUTERISATION?; Carl Benedikt 
Frey, Michael A. Osborne, 17 Sept 2013; https://www.oxfordmartin.ox.ac.uk/downloads/academic/The_Fu-
ture_of_Employment.pdf(fr
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parts of the design process.’ 2 The goal is to understand people’s actions, needs 
and behaviours, to gain a deeper understanding of the problems, and receive val-
uable insights for the next design decisions. Further qualitative research is more 
realistic to do for my thesis, since it requires only a small and selected number 
of participants.

For this I will make use of the technique ‘cultural probe’ that I’ll also talk about 
more further into the text. A collection of tools, artefacts and tasks are used to 
understand the needs, desires, challenges and surroundings of the selected de-
mographic, and it uses experimental design in a responsive way. The goal is to 
lead a discussion with the group, but not dominate it. The artistic approach is 
characterized by being irrational and uncontrolled and aims for inspiration and a 
critical yet evocative understanding.3 4 5

Other research methods that I could take a look at are ‘World Café’6, interviews, 
talking to experts or do guerrilla research using platforms like Reddit or Quora.7

DESIGN TO CRITIQUE, SPECULATE AND DREAM

I want to use design not in the usual affirmative way, but as an expression of 
critique and speculation. In proposing alternative realities I want to evoke ques-
tions about our current connotation to work. I want to reflect on how the notion 
of ‘work’ shapes our identity and use design not to offer concrete solutions to a 
problem, but to investigate it.  Design as a medium to reflect on my topic both for 
me during the process as well as the audience of my finished piece.

For me, what will come out of the process is not the point. The importance is 
the story it tells. The practical result of my work should provoke a discussion and 
retain a playful aspect.

In saying it is design, I make people picture themselves using the final piece. The 
object is not an abstract piece of art, but becomes tangible and personal. The fact 
that a design object could actually be manufactured or a service implemented 
gives a sense of familiarity and closer connection.

2 Quote of Marc Steen (2012). An overview to qualitative and quantitative research methods in design; 
Stefan Jost; 29 March 2016; https://medium.com/digital-experience-design/an-overview-to-qualita-
tive-and-quantitative-research-methods-in-design-de034a92f45c

3 Cultural Probes; Adam Starkman & Jennifer Chow; http://designresearchtechniques.com/casestudies/
cultural-probes/

4 Cultural Probes. Magazine interactions Volume 6 Issue 1. Page 22; Bill Gaver, Tony Dunne, and Elena 
Pacenti; Jan - Feb 1999

5 Cultural probe; status: March 2018; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cultural_probe
6 World Cafe; Uma Mahara & Chris Meier; http://designresearchtechniques.com/casestudies/world-cafe/
7 12 Design Research methods to get inspired by users; Matt Cooper-Wright; 2015; https://medium.com/

design-research-methods/12-design-research-methods-to-get-inspired-by-users-cae4789a094b
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WHAT TO EXPECT
In general my thesis is not about proving a point, but a 
collage of different aspects and opinions on working. 
I want to paint a landscape with different narratives 
around our relationship to work.

For this I first want to give an impression on my re-
lation to work and an insight into my occupation. A 
personal reflection seems like a good starting ground. 
For a current general idea of our connection to work I 
will look at different examples from pop culture. Since 
working is strongly influenced by the system we con-
duct work in, I will also take a quick look at capitalism 
with the help of Marx’s analysis in ‘Das Kapital’. I feel 
as if we are taught enough why we should work and 
our system is made to support working. That’s why 
my background literature will critique or show alter-
natives to our current connection to work. I will in-
clude Paul Lafargue’s essay “The right to be lazy” and 
views from the movement Situationist International 
on work. This background will not be the main focus 
of my thesis, but serve to deepen my understanding 
and broaden my view. Another part of my thesis is 
the development and the actual field research, where 
I will talk to people about their understanding of work.
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WHAT I THINK OR A RANT ON WORK
To understand my thesis it is best to know where I’m 
coming from. 

I remember as a child overhearing conversations of 
grown-ups about a guy my father would employ on 
our vineyard during stressful seasons. They were criti-
cising his lack of a steady job, attitude on work in gen-
eral and overall way of living. He was one of the nicest 
people I’ve known back then. And living in abandoned 
houses, taking still perfectly fine food supermarkets 
threw away and only working when in need for mon-
ey? For me this guy had found the holy grail, it was 
like hacking the system! I was deeply impressed. But 
what was it with this idealisation of working other 
people seemed to have?

My view on part time jobs has changed in the mean-
time mainly due to the uncertainty that also comes 
with that way of living. But my lack of understanding 
regarding this sanctification of work stayed.

I think most of my critique of work is actually a cri-
tique of the system we conduct our work in - the 
capitalistic system. Therefore a lot of arguments will 
not be inherently critiques of work but more about 
working under capitalism.

Politics seems to uphold employment just for the 
sake of employment. Trump as a recent example 
with his promise to revive the coal industry for the 
sake of jobs.1 He might be able to do this, at least in 
the short term, but at what cost? It’s well document 
that working in coal mines is detrimental,2 that there 
are better alternatives for what coal does3 and that 

1 Coal’s Decline Seems Impervious to Trump’s Promises; Clifford 
Kraussjan; 24 Jan 2018; https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/24/busi-
ness/energy-environment/coal-miners.html

2 Mine safety; status: March 2018; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mine_
safety

3 Replacing Coal With Clean Energy — Let Me Count the Ways; 25 
July 2011; http://www.climatecentral.org/blogs/replacing-coal-with-
clean-energy-let-me-count-the-ways

workers could undergo retraining.4 But for him and 
his supporters, employment apparently stands over 
all of this. Why are such proposals still perceived as 
positive measures by so many? Why is ‘employment 
at all cost’ such a strong argument?

As John Maynard Keynes stated, everything from pyr-
amid-building, earthquakes to even wars can serve 
as a way of raising employment and increase wealth. 
With some creative license, I’m now going to reinter-
pret his argument of hole-digging. Keynes mentions 
that, if the state were to fill old bottles with bank notes 
and bury them, private enterprises would go digging 
them up again. This way unemployment could be 
fought and the real income of the community and its 
capital wealth raised. He states that society shouldn’t 
judge jobs based on their actual usefulness, but that 
even apparently senseless jobs are good jobs.5 In my 
opinion, if through such activities you can increase 
capital wealth and real income, maybe there is a fault 
in the economic system. To me this seems like a very 
fitting metaphor for useless jobs that create no actual 
value, which only exist to fuel a flawed system.6 I am 
aware of the fact that individual cases are far more 
complex and subjective, and I wouldn’t take it upon 
myself to pass judgement on what is a useful or use-
less activity.

Main employment sectors of Switzerland are the ser-
vice sector with its trading and financial centre. Tour-
ism and the industrial sector are also two important 
branches of Switzerland’s economy.7 8  So in a broad-

4 What If All U.S. Coal Workers Were Retrained to Work in Solar?; 
Joshua M. Pearce; 18 Aug 2016; https://hbr.org/2016/08/what-if-all-
u-s-coal-workers-were-retrained-to-work-in-solar

5 General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money, Chapter 10, 
Section 6 pg. 129; John Maynard Keynes; 1936

6 On the Phenomenon of Bullshit Jobs: A Work Rant; David Graeber; 
Aug 2013; https://strikemag.org/bullshit-jobs

7 Wirtschaft – Fakten und Zahlen; 27 Nov 2017; https://www.eda.
admin.ch/aboutswitzerland/de/home/wirtschaft/uebersicht/
wirtschaft---fakten-und-zahlen.html

8 Wirtschaft der Schweiz; status: March 2018; https://de.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Wirtschaft_der_Schweiz
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er sense many of us are producing products or offer 
services that we are also expected to consume our-
selves. We even market it to each other to stay in the 
circle of consumerism. We produce so we can con-
sume again. I’m not trying to make up a conspiracy 
where it’s some sort of grand scheme, it’s more that 
we are being conditioned by the current social belief 
and economic system. Although the overall gener-
al standard of living has increased in Switzerland, for 
me there is still a notable sense of perversion in that 
cycle. For example, there are not that many activities 
that I can do for free in my leisure time. I’m working 
to finance my basic needs and leisure time, where I 
am consuming commodities or services produced 
or offered by other people who are doing the exact 
same thing. In being trained as consumers, this habit 
is ingrained in us.

We are working with the promise of a better future 
and, and yet still we are working, and working more.9 
We don’t question the amount of work that is nec-
essary. Although we have come a long way with im-
proving our working standards, this is largely as a re-
sult of outsourcing a lot of the dangerous, physical 
demanding or labour intensive assembly work to de-
veloping countries. Maybe it’s that ‘Late Capitalism’ or 
‘Capitalism with a human face’  that makes us believe 
we have gotten somewhere. Just because the sys-
tem here is bearable doesn’t mean it’s just or good. 
I’m not trying to argue for primitivism whilst also en-
joying products of progress as well, but for me, this 
commodity fetishism has gone to an extreme, which 
for me, is no longer reasonable. Isn’t there a path for 
ethical progress?

Working also alienates us from each other. Working 
for somebody else forces me to at least partially to 
be loyal to values I might not agree on and people I 
might not like. In being subordinate to a boss or cli-
ent I can not be true to myself. There might be dress 
codes that I need to adapt, ways of talking to my 
boss, clients or my coworkers, ways to behave that 
are not my own. Suddenly I start seeing other people 
as potential rivals and working as a competing not to 
mutually reach a goal.

It’s absurd how working is being upheld. There are 
whole industries dedicated to make us work more 
productive with management tools, coaching and all 
sort of gadgets.

It also seems weird what we perceive as work and 

9 The Overworked American: The Unexpected Decline of Leisure; 
Juliet B. Schor; 1991; http://groups.csail.mit.edu/mac/users/rauch/
worktime/hours_workweek.htmlPi
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honour with a monetary reward. If you would count in 
activities such as housekeeping, raising children, care 
and so on, the gross domestic product could be sig-
nificantly increased. And this without actually working 
more. For me it shows how absurd the label of work 
and reward systems are applied.

We see work as a normality, as something unques-
tionable. What else would we do, if not work? Also 
the fact that there are over twice as many working 
days in comparison to leisure days. If Switzerland’s 
constituents were given the choice of having an extra 
week of holidays, we refused.  Is the thought of work-
ing less really that utopian? Would it only be possible 
at the expense of lesser developed countries where 
we outsource our labour?

We do make joke about it, about how much we hate 
Monday, and how we thank god for Friday (TGIF) and 
so on. It seems like a joke we’re all in on and yet, we 
still fail to fundamentally question the status quo. Or 
is it too big of a question to grasp? In the sentiment 
of both Fredric Jameson and Slavoj Žižek , is it eas-
ier to imagine the end of the world, than the end of 
capitalism?

And still with all of these thoughts I fell into the trap 
myself of overworking to a point where it was not 
healthy anymore. I even took a sense of pride out 
of telling people how stressful my life is, and how 
hard working I am. It became a part of my identity. At 
least within my surroundings, it’s very normal to talk 
about exhaustion, stress and sleep deprivation. You 
could even say, it’s considered worth striving for and 
respectable, since it means you’re doing something 
and that you have a task and therefore a sense of 
‘purpose’.10

I am aware that I have touched many complex topics 
and I don’t claim to have argued everything fully and 
that there are many paradoxes and highly complex 
and unpredictable elements. My personal standpoint 
should just give you an insight to where I’m coming 
from.

10 The ‘Busy’ Trap; Tim Kreider; 30 June 2012; https://opinionator.blogs.
nytimes.com/2012/06/30/the-busy-trap/
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...SO, WHY DO I WORK?
The obvious answer to this question is money. But 
what else is there? Why these exact jobs? To get an 
understanding of my goal with this research I started 
questioning myself about my relation to work. For this 
I examined my motivation when just thinking about 
it and also during work, especially while performing 
tasks I dislike. The detailed report can be found in 
the appendix under ‘Addition to ‘...so, why do I work?’’, 
page 64.

In conclusion money is surely still a motivation in all 
of these jobs but there are surprisingly many other 
reasons involved. My job at the wardrobe is especial-
ly interesting, because there I find the work itself the 
least interesting, but found the most keywords as to 
why I choose work there anyway. For me personal-
ly, a job should apparently have a greater sense of 
purpose, as well as flexible working conditions and in 
general something that interests me.
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DEFINITION OF WORK
In my thesis I understand ‘work’ as an activity conducted by people. I’m excluding 
the understanding of work as a place, as something (material, objects, ...) on which 
exertion or labour is expended1 and as the result of said exertion, labour or activity 
and as the understanding of work as a verb.2

In my background research, work is mostly seen as a mental or physical effort to 
achieve a goal which is either self-imposed / self-motivated or non-autonomous. 
In the latter, the reason for working is either motivated by the exchange for a wage 
or salary or oppressed by force due to social or political circumstances. When 
using the term ‘work’, I mean the effort to achieve a self-motivated or heterono-
mously set goal.

In exchange for work the person is sometimes given a wage in one way or anoth-
er. The term ‘wage labour’ describes this socioeconomic relationship between a 
worker and an employee, where the workers sell their labour power under a for-
mal or informal employment contract.3 The way I want to talk about work is not 
solely focused on ‘wage labour’ but - especially in field research - also includes 
non-paid work such as care, household, a lot of political work, culture and so on.

1 Definition of ‘work’; http://www.dictionary.com/browse/work
2 Definition of ‘work’; https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/work
3 Employment; status: March 2018; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Employment

SWITZERLAND, NOW
In my research, I want to focus on what 
is currently inerrant in ‘work,’ in Swit-
zerland. Firstly, because that’s where I’ll 
conduct my research, but more impor-
tantly because I think we have very high 
working standards. The unemployment 
rate is low, employees are legally secure 
and the wages are relatively high. I find it 
interesting to investigate work in an envi-
ronment where more obvious forms of 
suppression like child labour and unset-
tled employment relationship and so on 
have mainly been overcome.4

4 The pros and cons of working in Switzerland; 
Caroline Bishop; 08 Nov 2017; https://www.thelo-
cal.ch/20171108/the-pros-and-cons-of-working-
in-switzerland-career-jobs
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PROJECTS & WORKS THAT INSPIRE ME
To get a better understanding of what I want to 
achieve I looked into some projects that I found inter-
esting and examined what exactly I liked about them.

DESIGN AS A CRITIQUE OR TO SPECULATE, MAYBE 
EVEN DREAM

First I looked at ‘The Reinvention of Normal’ project 
from Dominic Wilcox (2015) where he went sought 
out new ideas of how to transform the mundane and 
ordinary into something surprising, wondrous and 
strangely thought provoking.5 I was especially fasci-
nated by the body-extensions. One example is that 
of a modified earmuff, where the left ear would be 
able to hear what’s on the right side and visa-versa. 
Wilcox also made other speculative projects, where 
a nose extension could be used to operate a smart-
phone,6 or a cereal serving head crane with integrated 
milk-dispenser.7

I like how he challenges you to rethink something 
that is often taken as ordinary, but then offers us an 
entirely alternative perspective.

Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby are well known for 
their contribution to critical and speculative design.8 
Their 2014 work, ‘NOT HERE, NOT NOW’ shows differ-
ent, futuristic looking interfaces. They serve as portals 
to alternative worlds, which are not in this reality, and 
not of this time. It makes me wonder what purpose 
they serve, and what societal changes would have to 
be made for such a product to emerge?9

In general, I like how their projects always carry a crit-
ical aspect without only being negative. They suggest 
different realities and possibilities and through that 
level criticism against the current state.

The short movie ‘Desire Management’ from Noam 
Toran (2005) shows different short clips of people us-
ing objects for weirdly fetishist activities. One women 
dresses up as a Stewardess and in her living room 
serves wine to non-existing passengers. For this she 
steps onto a small serving-carriage that starts simu-

5 The Reinvention of Normal documentary; Dominic Wilcox; 2015; 
http://dominicwilcox.com/portfolio/the-reinvention-of-normal/

6 Finger Nose Stylus; Dominic Wilcox; 2011; http://dominicwilcox.
com/portfolio/finger-nose-stylus/

7 Cereal Serving Head Crane Device; Dominic Wilcox; 2015; http://
dominicwilcox.com/portfolio/cereal-serving-head-crane-device/

8 ‘Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby, professors at London’s Royal 
College of Art, have been the most articulate proponents of the 
idea of “critical design”.’ (Financial Times); Review of Speculative 
Everything; https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/speculative-everything

9 NOT HERE, NOT NOW; Fiona Raby and Anthony Dunne; 2014; http://
www.dunneandraby.co.uk/content/projects/744/0(fr
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lating turbulence through shaking once she turns it on.10

It’s interesting how that short clip takes one specific scenario of a stewardesses 
job and puts it into a different environment. Suddenly her practice seems obscure 
and it makes viewers think about her relationship to that practice.

RESEARCH AS A DESIGNER

Since only reading about the notion of work will not give me the understanding I 
am looking for, I wanted to have a look into different design research techniques. 
For this, I looked at a project from Bill Gaver, Tony Dunne and Elena Pacenti, who 
developed the technique known as ‘cultural probes’. They worked on a project in 
the European Union, which looked for ways to get elderly people more active and 
involved in communities. The researchers designed packages of maps, postcards 
and other materials, which they handed to the participants. The postcards had 
questions such as ‘Please tell us a piece of advice or insight that has been impor-
tant to you.’ on them. The maps were accompanied with small stickers, and the 
participants were asked to mark different zones; for example, where they would 
to go meet people. In the package, they would also find a camera with which they 
were asked to take pictures of their everyday life, or of specified subjects. Through 
this, they wanted have a look into their everyday life. Instead of quantifiable data, 
the results were personal stories. Also the data didn’t answer one question but 
was thought of as ‘inspirational data’ to stimulate the imagination of the research-
ers and create a dialogue. They wanted to open up a space for the elderly people 
with different ways of responding. The result was an array of impressions, giving 
the researchers an insight into the beliefs, fears, desires and concerns of the re-
spondents.11 12

I really like this approach, as it puts the designer on the same level as with the 
participants, and goes beyond the information gathered itself.

WHO ELSE HAS THOUGHT ABOUT WORK?

With his 1936 silent film classic ‘Modern Times,’ Charlie Chaplin gave a wonderful 
example of the struggles that come with working in a modern and industrialised 
world. The movie deals with the monotony and stress of work that results with his 
character being taken to the hospital.13 I like how difficult issues such as alienation 
found in factory working is depicted in a comical way, but without taking away 
from the seriousness of the matter.

Another good example of a movie showing working culture is Jacques Tati’s movie 
‘Playtime’. The futuristic version of Paris resembles a sterile working environment 
in which the protagonists get lost in. Impersonality, conformity and the sterility of 
a modern world made to work in are being criticised.14

10 Desire Management; Noam Toran; 2005 http://noamtoran.com/NT2009/projects/desire-management
11 Cultural Probes; Adam Starkman & Jennifer Chow; http://designresearchtechniques.com/casestudies/

cultural-probes/
12 Cultural probes; Bill Gaver, Tony Dunne, and Elena Pacenti; Jan - Feb 1999; Cultural Probes. Magazine 

interactions Volume 6 Issue 1.
13 Modern Times; Charlie Chaplin; 1936
14 Playtime; Jacques Tati; 1967
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Delphine Reist is a Swiss Artist who reflects on the 
modern, technical world in her installations and vid-
eos. Her work talks about the failure of societal ideas 
and illusions. Work is often made the subject of the 
discussion, and in her 2007 installation ‘Etagère,’ she 
caged working tools in a metal shelf and left them on. 
Her 2009 installation ‘100 fleurs epanouies’ consisted 
of spinning office chairs and in ‘Parade,’ from 2007, 
she filled rubber boots with concrete.1

I really like the emotionally abstract form of her work. 
She makes me empathise with these inanimate 
objects. They seem very human and slightly insane, 
somewhere in between function and dysfunction. 
Her cold and sober visual language reinforces that 
feeling, whilst the objects appear to have a life of their 
own. Our working tools are the ones inhabiting her 
spaces and we can’t control progress of technolo-
gisation anymore. Nothing is being built and the en-
ergy goes to waste. What we have created in search 
for betterment has backlashed, emancipated from 
us, only to end up in the same subversive lethargic 
space as us.

1 DELPHINE REIST; Friederike Nymphius; http://www.langepult.com/
artistes_popup.asp?cat=85 (F
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After writing down my thoughts I want to gather some 
interpretations or narratives surrounding working.

IS INCLUDING MEMES IN MY THESIS 
PROFESSIONAL?
I have mentioned in my personal statement how 
what working does to us seems to be a joke we are 
all in on. There are countless memes and idioms 
around that subject. Topics such as overworking, 
making compromises, stress, dissembling oneself 
and the lack of leisure time and social life are popular 
targets of ridicule.

On the other hand, work motivation quotes are pop-
ular as well. The message is to work more, harder 
and more productive. If you only work enough, you 
will reach your dream. Next to these posters, desk-
top and phone backgrounds and canvases there are 
also countless playlists on Spotify and YouTube with 
drifting and motivating music often around the topic 
of working hard to achieve your dreams. The list can 
go on with movies, podcasts, apps and so on; all to 
keep you motivated.

28 29
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As there is a collection for memes targeting difficul-
ties of work and working culture, there are also a vari-
ety of memes for the absurdity of it. Some target the 
‘joke we’re all in on’ directly (‘You don’t hate Mondays, 
you hate capitalism’), whilst some evolve around the 
inner conflict about living in and profiting from a cap-
italistic system while critiquing it. Also the difficulties 
of talking about such complex topics is targeted.

Slovenian philosopher Slavoj Žižek even became a 
meme himself with his shirt ‘I would prefer not to’. As 
a side note, this quote goes back to the short story 
‘Bartleby, the Scrivener: A Story of Wall Street’ by Her-
man Melville, published in 1853.  A Wall Street lawyer 
hires a man named Bartleby to help him out. After 
some time, Bartleby starts to refuse any task given to 
him with the words ‘I would prefer not to’.1

1 “Bartleby, the Scrivener: A Story of Wall Street”; Herman Melville; 
1853

I’ve gathered some examples of working pro-work 
lyrics. Again there’s the picture of working hard to 
achieve your goal. If you don’t yet live your dream, 
you haven’t worked hard enough.

You better work bitch, you better work bitch 
Now get to work bitch! 
Bring it on, ring the alarm 
Don’t stop now, just be the champion 
Work it hard, like it’s your profession 
Watch out now, cause here it comes 
Here comes the smasher, here comes the master 
Here comes the big beat, big beat disaster 
No time to quit now, just time to get it now 
Pick up what I’m putting down

- Work bitch by Britney Spears (2013)

Gonna go to work 
We gotta work 
Let’s get back to work 
On the grind, back to work

- All in a day’s work by Dr. Dre (2015)

Work hard, play hard, work hard, play hard 
Work, work, work, work, work, work, work, work

Go hard 
Make sure you do whatever is that you gotta do, 
that’s your job 
And niggas gon’ hate but that’s no prob’ 
So hey fuck ‘em don’t need nothing from ‘em 
Some niggas talking but the shit they claiming 
don’t mean nothing

- Work Hard, Play Hard by Wiz Khalifa (2012)

The other side of working, the exhaustion, 
absurdity and weekend escapism, is a 
common theme of song lyrics as well.

Friday or Saturday, what does that mean? 
Short space of time needs a heavy scene 

Monday is coming like a jail on wheels

- 48 Hours by The Clash (1977)

Five o’clock in the mornin’ 
I’m already up and gone 

Lord, I’m so tired 
How long can this go on?

- Working in the Coalmine 
by Lee Dorsey (1965)

The same old tale repeats itself 
9-5 year on year 

Thoughts and hopes left on the shelf 
Escape on Friday 

Get caught on Monday 
The sun will rise, the sun will set 

Seven days, five and two 
From this life in to the next 

We’re all just tryna make it through

And all through midnight streets you’ll hear 
How the youthful and the old 

Party hard to numb the fear 
No one wants to feel the cold

Its always work and never love

- Zone 1 to 6000 by Nabihah Iqbal (2017)
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DO WE HAVE A DUTY TO WORK OR A 
RIGHT TO BE LAZY?
In his essay ’Le Droit à la paresse’ (’The Right to be 
Lazy’) Paul Lafargue (1800, son in law of Karl Marx) 
heavily criticised the contemporary ideas of work. He 
argued that laziness, combined with human creativ-
ity, is an important source of human progress and 
that citizens who give their labour for money degrade 
themselves to the rank of slaves.4

Let us be lazy in everything, except in loving and 
drinking, except in being lazy. 
- Gotthold Ephraim Lessing (1729 - 1781)

He starts of by calling the working class in capital-
istic nations delusional. The delusion is their love of 
work, their furious passion, pushed even to exhaus-
tion. Priests, economists and moralists were the ones 
to cast the sacred halo over work. The working class 
in his society would love work for work’s sake. Work 
is seen as something noble. Even Napoleon wrote 
‘The more my people work, the less vices they will 
have.’ The goal was to root out laziness. The capitalists 
and economists proclaimed ‘The Right to Work’ as 
a revolutionary principle. Work hard to increase the 
national health and your personal poverty, they said. If 
you work enough, we will eventually reach social and 
personal prosperity.

Self-proclaimed philanthropists see it as their duty to 
give work to the poor in order for them to work them-
selves out of their misery. Hunger is the driving force 
behind their furious working. Hunger is a peaceful, si-
lent and most natural motive for work.

Philosophers, the bourgeois economists and litera-
ture praise progress as if ‘happiness was soon to reign 
over the earth’.5 Lafargue goes back to the Greek poet 
Antiparos who praised the invention of the water-mill, 
which in his opinion would free the slave women and 
bring back the Golden Age. Every minute of the ma-
chine are a hundred hours of the working-women’s 
labour and therefore giving her ten days of rest. But 
people’s love for work would not let them enjoy the 
fruits of their progress but force them to continue 
working in search for greater progress. While the ma-
chine performs man’s work, the labourer wishes to 
rival the machine.

With the overproduction of goods, the market is sat-
isfied. Workers couldn’t afford to buy the products 

4 Refusal of work; status: March 2018; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Refusal_of_work#Paul_Lafargue_and_The_Right_to_be_Lazy

5 The Right To Be Lazy; p. 7; Paul Lafargue; 1883

CAPITALISM IS SUCH A BIG WORD
Since I look at work I also have to look at the current system we work in. Marx 
gave in his most famous work ‘Das Kapital,’ a detailed analysis on capitalism. This 
analysis will give some more background on the working environment.

Inequality is perhaps the most obvious critique of capitalism. Capitalists use 
the labour force of workers to get rich, while workers get paid little. As they are 
deemed replaceable, workers are in a difficult position for negotiation. They are 
also dependant on the means of production held by the capitalists.

Marx recognised the series of crises inherent to the capitalistic system which led 
him to conclude the instability of it. He addresses the problem of capitalists want-
ing to make increasingly bigger profits and taking risks at the expense of workers. 
Also the increasing speculation on the stock market leads to more crises.

He also pointed out the overproduction of goods - there is a constant dissatisfac-
tion. Even though our system would be efficient enough to provide a comfortable 
life for everyone, we keep on searching for new ways of marketing yet another 
unnecessary product.

Alienation is for me one of his most interesting conclusions: Even though work 
gives us an opportunity to externalise qualities such as creativity, logic or handi-
ness, due to the highly specialised and divided nature of modern work, we have 
become detached from the process.

Marx argued that capitalism is making people expendable and builds up inse-
curity. Since we have just become one piece in the ‘machine of production’, we 
can easily be replaced by another replaceable human or machine. This gives us a 
deep sense of insecurity and fear of abandonment.

At his core, Marx believed that everyone was a victim of capitalism, even the cap-
italists. Money has polluted our relationships and what we value in other humans. 
Capitalism forces everyone to put economic interests over empathy. He argued 
that Capitalism is an ideology in which most people believe in values that really 
just relate back to the economic system. In short, one of the biggest evils of Cap-
italism is not that there are corrupt people at the top—this is true in any human 
hierarchy—but that capitalist ideas teach all of us to be anxious, competitive, 
conformist, and politically complacent.1 2 3

1 Karl Marx; http://www.thebookoflife.org/the-great-philosophers-karl-marx/
2 Das Kapital; Karl Marx; 1867
3 Marx verstehen; Robert Misik; 2003
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they produce. So capitalists were left as the main 
consumers. New markets had to be found and so 
manufacturers travelled the world in search for more 
consumers. And even with all of this, the overproduc-
tion is still not consumed. To aid in the sale, man-
ufacturers shorten the life of products in what he 
calls the ‘age of adulteration’.6 Lafargue criticises the 
wastefulness of the overproduction as well as the fu-
tility of producing goods that won’t be used. Also our 
interaction is poisoned by work, as we start to get 
jealous and fight over each other’s work.

He describes attempts to shorten workdays and add 
additional days for relaxation, but criticises the inten-
tion behind it, which is to increase human production 
and raise the overall rate of productivity.

He calls upon ancient Greek to make another argu-
ment. In the area of Greek greatness their slaves were 
permitted to labour and the free man only knew 
exercising the body and the mind. Lacedaemonian 
were lectured in the importance of spending their 
time watching over the interests of the republic and 
women were told to keep their nobility in not working. 
Plato described work as degrading and together with 
Aristotle wished citizens of their ideal republics to live 
in the most compete leisure. Xenophon observed 
that work took all the time and left no leisure for the 
republic and his friends.

In the bible Jesus says ‘Consider the lilies of the field, 
how they grow: they toil not, neither do they spin: 
and yet I say unto you that even Solomon in all his 
glory was not arrayed like one of these’.7 Neverthe-
less, moralists of Christianity answer to Lafargue’s ar-
gument that the old philosophers and thinkers just 
praised the institution of slavery without which a life 
of leisure couldn’t be possible. But Lafargue counters 
that statement, in calling the system modern slavery 
where no one gets leisure.

Lafargue further calls Aristotle’s dream our possible 
reality. Machines could therefore be ‘the saviour of 
humanity, the god who could redeem man from the 
wage system’, which he calls ‘the worst of slaveries’.8

The proletariat is held back by the prejudices of Chris-
tian, economic and free-thought ethic. Lafargue calls 
them to follow their natural instinct and proclaim the 
Rights of Laziness which are to him a thousand times 
more sacred and noble. For him the ideal working 
time is three hours a day. The rest of the day, ‘people 

6 The Right To Be Lazy; p. 16; Paul Lafargue; 1883
7 The Bible; Matthew 6: 25-34; American Standard Version
8 The Right To Be Lazy; p. 23; Paul Lafargue; 1883

had leisure time, to taste the joys of earth, make love, 
and frolic and banquet joyously in honour of the jovial 
god of idleness’.9 He hoped for the working class to 
arise in its terrible strength, not to demand the Right 
to Work, but the Right to be Lazy.10

O Laziness, have pity on our long misery! O Laziness, 
mother of the arts and noble virtues, be thou the 
balm of human anguish! 
- Paul Lafargue 11

AVANT GARDE AGAINST WORKING AND 
CAPITALISM
While researching the technique of cultural probes I 
came upon the Situationist International; a relative-
ly small yet influential collective who had its origins 
in the avant-garde and inspired Gaver, Dunne and 
Pacenti to develop their method.12 They were active 
from around 1957 to 1972 and based in Paris. They 
were best known for their influence on the student 
and worker revolts in 1968 and for their radical polit-
ical texts. They were heavily influenced by Marx and 
shared his opinion, that it was time to change the 
world after philosophers and artists had only inter-
preted it.

FROM LETTERISTS TO SITUATIONIST INTERNA-
TIONAL

The Situationist International emerged out of a group 
of avant-garde artists called Letterist who followed 
the tradition of the Dadaists and Surrealists. Their 
approach was often extreme and included amongst 
other operations, the gagging, stripping and bounding 
of a priest, and in his clothing, telling his parishion-
ers that God was dead. The Letterists drank a lot, did 
drugs, generally tried to avoid work and railed against 
the banality of the consumer society. Their members 
were expected to follow uncompromising radicalism, 
live their theory and fully reject bourgeois society.

In 1957, the Situationist International was found-
ed out of a split group of the Letterists and another 
avant-garde group called ‘The Movement for an Im-
aginist Bauhaus’. Throughout its existence, the Sit-
uationists had around 10 to 20 frequently changing 
members (around 70 people in total over time) from 
16 different countries. The international group was 

9 The Right To Be Lazy; p. 12; Paul Lafargue; 1883
10 The Right To Be Lazy; Paul Lafargue; 1883
11 The Right To Be Lazy; p. 21; Paul Lafargue; 1883
12 Gaver, W, Dunne, A., & Pacenti, E,. Design: Cultural probes, Interac-

tions, Vol 6, Issue 1, Jan/Feb 1999
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held together by annual conferences and a journal. Their main topics were break-
ing out of everyday capitalistic routines and roles, urban planning and architecture 
and the abolition of art as a separate sphere in life. The integration of the passion 
and beauty of art into daily life was also a central theme.

WHAT THEY STOOD FOR

They used detournement (or hijacking) to fight recuperation. Recuperation is the 
channelling of a social revolt in a way that perpetuates capitalism. The selling of 
clothing in the aesthetic of punk culture in boutiques is a good example. Under-
standing recuperation helps to understand how working class struggles are kept 
under control and manipulated to serve capital’s strategy. With detournement 
they changed the intended meaning of known images or ideas to challenge the 
dominant culture.

The Situationists made full use of Marx’s critique of alienation and built a lot of 
their analysis of modern capitalism on this concept. Marx described how the 
need to sell one’s time and energy (labour power) in order to survive is not an 
expression of one’s own desires and creative capacities but an alienating process. 
The Situationists empathised with the importance of not using alienating means 
to fight alienation. They therefore rejected hierarchical structures and wanted to 
destroy the division between order-takers and order-givers.

They saw another form of alienation from each-other in the way commodities are 
marketed. Since the system relies on growth, more commodities have to be sold. 
By fragmenting before undifferentiated social life into quantifiable areas, people 
are forces to meet their needs externally rather than through communities. This 
separates people from each-other and from their own desires and powers.

Subjectivity was an important part of the Situationist International movement. 
They focused on the subjective reasons for revolt and the proletariat’s capacity to 
be the conscious subjects of history. They observed a growing subjective poverty 
of everyday life due to boredom and the banality of the spectacular commodity 
society. Feelings of oppression and passivity were named as characterisations of 
living in a capitalistic society.

Another point of emphasis is that the survival within the scope of capitalism, is 
not the same thing as actually living. They saw life as an affirmation of one’s desire 
and creative capacities, whereas survival within a capitalistic system, consists of 
working, consuming and watching television.

Guy Debord, a founding member and leading figure of the Situationist Interna-
tional once wrote: ‘Revolutionary theory is now the sworn enemy of all revolu-
tionary ideology - and it knows it.’.13 He saw ideology as a false consciousness 
that is reproduced by the dominant social order for the purpose of its continued 
dominance. Racism, Social Darwinism, Liberalism and progress are all examples 
of such ideologies used by capitalists. Ideologies would make people act for the 
greater good  instead of acting on the basis of their own desire.14

The story of how the SI played an important rule in 1968, where 2/3 of the French 
workforce went on a wildcat strike and created a near-revolution can be read un-
der ‘Addition to ‘Avant garde against working and capitalism’’, page 66.15

13 The Society of the Spectacle; p .38; Guy Debord; 1967
14 An Introductino to the Situationists; p. 3 - 10; Jan D Matthews; 2005
15 An Introductino to the Situationists; p. 10 - 14; Jan D Matthews; 2005
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A SITUATIONISTS CALLS FOR PLAY IN-
STEAD OF WORK
Bob Black starts his essay ‘The Abolition of Work’ with 
the following sentences:

‘No one should ever work.

Work is the source of nearly all the misery in the world. 
Almost any evil you’d care to name comes from 
working or from living in a world designed for work. 
In order to stop suffering, we have to stop working.’ 16

He says how all old ideologies subscribe to the no-
tion work. Liberals want to end employment discrim-
ination, he wants to end employment. Conservatives 
support the right-to-work, he supports the right-to-
be-lazy. Leftist favour full employment, he favours full 
unemployment. Trotskyists aggregate for permanent 
revolution, he for permanent revelry. He complains 
how everyone will carry on endlessly about wages, 
hours, working conditions, exploitation, productivity, 
profitability and so on, just not to talk about work it-
self.

But he is not advocating leisure time, which is in his 
words ‘non-work for the sake of work’ where we re-
cover from work and get ready to work again. His 
definition of work, is forced labour, production en-
forced by economic or political means, by the carrot 
or the stick.

He sees modern work as especially bad, because 
people don’t just work, they have jobs. People doing 
one productive task all the time adds to the monot-
ony and drains its ludic potential. The degradation 
which most workers experience is in his definition 
due to discipline. Discipline consists of the totality of 
control at the workplace, which can be found from 
factories to prisons, to schools hospitals to offices. 
Discipline is the distinctively diabolical modern mode 
of control. The boss says when to arrive, when to 
leave and what do in the time between. The meth-
ods of control can go to humiliating extremes, like 
telling workers what to wear and when to go to the 
bathroom. Getting surveilled on by supervisors, is not 
only normal, but seen as necessary.

Since working dominates at least half of our waking 
day, we automatically become what we do. Stupid, 
monotonous and boring work has a high chance in 
turning us into exactly that. People are being taught 
obedience at home as children, handed off from 
school to work only to end up in a nursing home. 

16 The Abolution of Work and other Essays; p. 17; Bob Black; 1986A 
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Maybe they will have their own family in between, so 
the system sustains itself. He says that the fear of 
freedom is a rationally grounded phobia, as the apti-
tude for autonomy is so atrophied.

Black says we are too close to the working world, so 
we don’t see what it does to us. And even if work 
wouldn’t make people submissive or be as boring, 
tiring and humiliating as it is, it would still make a 
mockery of us just because it uses so much of our 
time. It doesn’t matter what we do, if we aren’t work-
ing we are still involved with thinking about work, go-
ing to work, coming from work, looking for work or 
recovering from work. Free time is just a euphemism. 
Workers are given work to secure the power structure 
and public order. You can’t go home when you fin-
ished your work, because they don’t want your work, 
they want your time.

Another important point Black makes is that work 
is detrimental to people’s health. He goes on listing 
numbers of people that end up dying, getting dis-
abled or become sick at work or because of work 
related issues. Working is not only hazardous to one’s 
physical health but also attacks the emotional and 
psychological state. For this one just has to look at 
work-induced alcoholism and drug addictions. ‘We 
kill people [...] in order to sell Big Macs and Cadillacs 
to the survivors. [...] They died for nothing - or rather, 
they died for work. But work is nothing to die for.’17, he 
writes.

The narrative we are told is that work itself is inevita-
ble and necessary. But Black sees this differently. The 
absence of work is not to stop doing things, but rath-
er transform what has to be done into fun activities 
with a useful outcome. Life should be a game with 
high stakes. He calls for play, the opposite of work. 
Play is always voluntary and the player gets some-
thing out of playing, which is why the player plays. But 
the core reward is the experience of the activity itself! 
Play shouldn’t be rule-governed and he names con-
versation, sex, dancing and travel as practices that are 
play without fixed rules.

To abolish work needs two directions: A qualitative 
and quantitative one. First we would need to cut 
down on the work that has to be done. He sees most 
work as having no useful outcome and therefore as 
work that could be abolished. The remaining useful 

17 The Abolition of Work and Other Essays; p. 27; 1986; Bob Black

work should be transformed into pleasant game- and 
craft-like pastimes, indistinguishable from other vol-
untary activities, except that they happen to produce 
a useful output. With this creation could become rec-
reation, artificial barriers of power would come down 
and we could all stop being afraid of each other.

Paul and Percival Goodman estimated that just five 
percent of the work being done now, would already 
satisfy our minimal needs.  Even if the guess is not ex-
tremely accurate it still shows that most work serves 
purposes of preserving the system, commerce or 
social control. Even in Black’s time, most jobs were in 
the tertiary sector (the service industry) and the pri-
mary sector (agriculture) has now nearly disappeared.

With getting rid of most work, we would at the same 
time solve the energy and environmental crisis and 
get rid of countless social problems.

Another point is that with the abolition of work, we 
would also get rid of the labelling of what work is 
and what isn’t. Raising children, housework, and care 
would become equal with other activities.

With discarding notions of ‘having a job’ and ‘occupa-
tion’ we would bring back the joy into activities that 
turn into a must if performed under pressure and all 
the time. For example, he points to the difference of 
the misery of farm workers tilling the fields all day to 
that of a person taking care of their garden on the 
weekend. The tasks are similar, but the motivation 
and extent of labour changes the meaning entirely. 
‘There wouldn’t be any more jobs, just things to do 
and people to do them. The secret of turning work 
into play, [...], is to arrange useful activities to take ad-
vantage of whatever it is that various people at vari-
ous times in fact enjoy doing.’, he says.18 With this, he 
says, the irrationalities and distortions that arise once 
activities are turned into work could be eradicated.

Black brings in technology and states, that a lot of 
work could be automated. We could finally make use 
of the advantages automation could bring, instead or 
just working more.

Life could become a game where nobody keeps 
score and everybody wins. The more you give, the 
more you get.

‘If we play our cards right, we can all get more out of 
life than we put into it; but only if we play for keeps.’19 

18 The Abolition of Work and Other Essays; p. 31; 1986; Bob Black
19 The Abolition of Work and Other Essays, p.33, 1986, Bob Black
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RESEARCH ON REDDIT
Before I talk about my main research using cultural probes, I want to give a short 
insight into the guerilla research that I’ve also conducted. I’ve come across an 
article discussing guerrilla research where the goal is to gather insight and ob-
servation quickly and inexpensively with different approaches. They mentioned 
Reddit and Quora as possible platforms to talk to people.1 I didn’t end up talking 
to people on these platforms, but found some intense discussions, which want 
to share anyway.

I started off with browsing different subreddits and came across one for Walmart. 
The post was called, ‘When people ask what it’s like to work at Walmart...‘ and 
started off with a meme titled ‘When your alarm goes off & you have to go to 
work because you didn’t die in your sleep’.  Users compared working at Walmart 
to being trapped in an abusive relationship. People went on to share ‘survival tips’ 
like spending as much time in the back of the store as possible and not making 
eye contact when outside your area.

I found that drawing parallels with being stuck in an abusive relationship especial-
ly powerful, as I feel that it describes that dependency very well. Employees are in 
need for that job and stay, even though they can feel it’s not healthy for them. One 
user even stated their hope for their superiors to appreciate their work and how 
they found themselves defending their superior’s abusive actions.2

1 12 Design Research methods to get inspired by users; Matt Cooper-Wright, 05 Aug 2015; https://medium.
com/design-research-methods/12-design-research-methods-to-get-inspired-by-users-cae4789a094b

2 When people ask what it’s like to work at Walmart…; 30 May 2017; status: 03 Apr 2018; https://www.reddit.
com/r/walmart/comments/6e7zsj/when_people_ask_what_its_like_to_work_at_walmart/
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On another subreddit called ‘What’s the most legendary work meltdown you’ve 
seen?’ people talk about stories of people having breakdowns at work. I find it 
interesting how these stories are told. Sometimes the people breaking down are 
depicted as heroes who have by resisting orders, finally broken away from mo-
notony. I would even read a sense of admiration and longing into it. Other stories 
deal with serious mental health problems and show how drastic an effect the 
pressure of working can have on people.3

There were also plenty of postings under a subreddit called ‘What’s the most ri-
diculous rule in your place of work?‘. People told stories about superiors who im-
plement a ‘two glasses of water a day policy’, and about timed bathroom breaks 
and also stated their workplace’s ridiculous dress codes.4

The subreddits for mechanisms to cope with work related stress are countless. 
One focuses on activities to unwind other than alcohol, where people motivate 
each other to not drink after work. The list ways to relax after work in the sub dis-
cussions is seemingly endless. People talk about their leisure time activities not as 
something they do because they want to or for fun, but as something that helps 
them cope with working.5 6 7

I’m aware of the fact that not all stories written on the internet are true. But I still 
think that posts like the ones I’ve found give a general idea of how difficult the 
relationship with work can be for people.

3 What’s the most legendary work meltdown you’ve seen?; 29 Mar 2018; status: 03 Apr 2018; https://www.
reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/884ohb/whats_the_most_legendary_work_meltdown_youve_seen/

4 What’s the most ridiculous rule in your place of work?; 29 Aug 2017; status: 04 Apr 2018; https://www.
reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/6wqihh/whats_the_most_ridiculous_rule_in_your_place_of/

5 It’s Friday again and feel like drinking because of work stress and loneliness. But heading to the gym 
instead.; 08 Dec 2017; status: 04 Apr 2018; https://www.reddit.com/r/stopdrinking/comments/7ie76t/

6 Handling after-work stress; 20 Feb 2018; status: 04 Apr 2018; https://www.reddit.com/r/hsp/com-
ments/7yyipm/handling_afterwork_stress/

7 Surviving work stress; 10 Jan 2018; status: 04 Apr 2018; https://www.reddit.com/r/Philippines/com-
ments/7pg94l/surviving_work_stress/
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HOW DO I WANT TO TALK TO PEOPLE?
I’ve already talked about my approach to research, 
but will summarize the most important points again. 
I believe experimental and quantitative research is 
an honest choice for me. It’s realistic to find what 
I initially hoped to be around ten people to talk to 
and gather insights into their work. The experimental 
and artistic approach allows me to use more playful 
methods and try out different forms which hopefully 
also lead to unexpected results. I don’t want to use 
questionnaires in the form of online surveys, because 
I believe that it feels too static and inflexible. It’s a 
onetime insight in what people think in this moment 
and speaking for myself, I don’t generally fill in these 
questionnaires with a lot of care. I like the idea of a 
natural conversation and accompanying people over 
a period of time and giving them freedom in the way 
that they want to answer the question. In not being 
a one-time insight, I hope to make the participants 
reflect on the topic of work and with this gain even 
more insight.

WHAT AM I TRYING TO UNDERSTAND?

I’m interested in the personal value of work, in a societal context and in people’s 
surrounding.

FROM WHOM DO I WANT TO GET THIS INFORMATION?

To get a broad picture I want to look at people from all ages working in a variety of 
different fields and industries.

HOW DO I WANT TO GET THIS INFORMATION?

Being an Interaction Design for me means thinking beyond the obvious and fo-
cusing on people.

I like the approach of the method ‘cultural probes’, but want to find my own way 
of applying these principles to research. The strength of this method I see in its 
sincerity, humbleness, playfulness, freedom and honesty.

I’ve settled for making use of people’s smartphones and opted to interact with 
them via WhatsApp. It gives both parties a lot of flexibility in timing as well as a se-
lection of different mediums such as video, voice, text and pictures to ask ques-
tion and answer them. Both of us can enquire if something is unclear. I want to 
provide a mode whereby my participants feel able to express themselves freely 
and adequately. Usually, a smartphone is easy and quick to access, so the ques-
tions are integrated into people’s daily life.

I like that the chat format fits my goal to create a conversation rather than a mon-
ologue. It feels natural and more personal. I thought about how I would feel, if 
were to fill in a questionnaire with the sense of merely being another statistic? My 
answers will appear somewhere in a list in the end without a connection to me or 
without me knowing what exactly will happen with it. Since I want to get sincere 
answers I want people to feel valued and taken seriously. I want to understand 
something and not prove a point.

For me it takes a somewhat conscious effort to ask people for help and for their 
phone number. Giving someone the power to call or text you whenever they want 
is in my opinion not something done without thought. So these steps from both 
sides could form a mutual agreement and a good base for a conversation.

THREE WEEKS OF INTENSE CHATTING 

Using WhatsApp as a research tool I talked to 60 people over the course of three 
weeks. More information on the concrete plan, the research group and the docu-
mentation of how my research went can be found in the appendix under ‘Addition 
to ‘Actually talking to people’’, page 68.

HOW TO EVALUATION 300 MESSAGES
I’d gathered nearly 300 answers mainly in the form of text but also as voice mes-
sages, links, images and gifs.

In thinking about how to evaluate the data, I talked to two friends that have worked 
with qualitative research. One friend gave me some papers about qualitative data 
analysis after grounded theory in empirical research. I found the aspect of ‘coding’ 
very interesting. It means going through the data and finding keywords or aspects 
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that are important.1

I’m interested in what language or what words people use when writing or talking 
about it. So I spoke to my flatmate who studies English and French at the Uni-
versity of Zurich and she recommended to me, not to translate the answers but 
work with the original statements. This way I wouldn’t distort the original meaning.

I liked that idea of not working with the whole text, but work with snippets of it. 
So I decided to go through all of the data and for each question gather the most 
important keywords and aspects of people’s answers and short these into similar 
categories. Some questions called for keywords as answers and some for stories. 
So for some answers the used text snippets are bigger than in others.

LEARNINGS GENERAL

I quickly learned that people like to share. The fact that 60 people signed up 
for the project was a good indication, and also during exchanges, people would 
sometimes  send me miscellaneous pictures of what they are doing, which I 
found very interesting.

I realised that it’s important to take the medium of WhatsApp into account and 
not have excessively long texts. My initial introductory text became a little too 
long-winded and put some people from responding. It’s also better to split long 
texts into separate messages, because it feels less overwhelming and more nat-
ural.

It’s also important to give people questions that allow them to tell stories. Ques-
tions that only allow yes or no answers tend to kill the conversation and feel too 
dry.

After the first week I decided to have different questions for the second group 
and allow myself some more freedom. When I felt as if a person had interesting 
insights for a certain question, I would just ask them a question related to that and 
not go in the exact order.

WHAT DOES ‘WORK’ MEAN TO YOU?

Original: Was ist ‘Arbeit’ für dich? / Was isch ‘Arbet’ für dich? 

Question 1 for Group 1

This question targeted people’s motivation for working. I was curious to see which 
other answers except from money or sheer duty would arise.

While most people stated money to finance their existence but also leisure time 
as the main reason they work, some also said they would do it if they didn’t get 
any monetary reward in return. Going to work because it’s a social norm or be-
cause they have to was also named. A lot of people talked about a greater good 
and the creation of meaning through their job. They work to make the world a 
better place and for people. A lot of people find a social aspect in working, be it 
in the team or in the people profiting from their work. Getting attention or confir-
mation also plays a role.  The single joy of doing it was also mentioned. What also 
seems to be important is the sense of structure that working can give. It gives 
people something to do, an occupation, a reason to get up, a meaning or even a 
fulfilment. Here again self-improvement came up a few times.

1 Qualitative Datenanalyse nach Grounded Theory; Stephan Simonett, Silvano Arioli; 2012; Handout
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WHY DO YOU WORK?

Original: Warum arbeitest du? / Warum schaffsch du?

Question 1 Group 1

This question was targeting people’s motivation for working. I was curious to see 
which other answers except from money or sheer duty will arise.

While most people stated money to finance their existence but also leisure time 
as the main reason they work, some also said they would do it if they didn’t get 
any monetary reward in return. Going to work because it’s a social norm or be-
cause they have to was also named. A lot of people talked about a greater good 
and the creation of meaning through their job. They work to make the world a bet-
ter place and for people. A lot of people find a social aspect in working, be it in the 
team or in the people profiting from their work. Getting attention or confirmation 
also plays a role.  The sole joy of doing it was also mentioned. What also seems 
to be important is the structure working can give. It gives people something to do, 
an occupation, a reason to get up, a meaning or even a fulfilment. Here again self 
improvement came up a few times.

WHICH ASPECTS / TASK DO YOU ENJOY DOING? WHICH NOT?

Original: Was für Aspekte oder auch Aufgaben gefallen dir an deiner Arbeit am 
meisten? Welche am wenigsten? / Was für Aspekt oder au Ufgabe gfalled dir a 
dinere Arbet am meiste? Weli am wenigste?

Question two for group one

Here I wanted to go deeper into their motivation and also see how people an-
swered. Will the use task or be more abstract in their answers?

While some described specific tasks they like at work, most people were more 
general. A lot of people mentioned work that varies as something that they enjoy. 
Many also stated to enjoy tasks that make use of their creativity, where they have 
a freedom for expression. The working environment also seems important - the 
team, the clients and the general surrounding and also working conditions. Some 
participants also said that having a certain level of independence was desirable.

For the negative aspects some participants again described specific tasks, but the 
majority was more general. Being caught up in a hamster-wheel, in the routine 
and the feeling of never being done was stated as something negative. A few peo-
ple mentioned networking, talking to the boss and in general false interaction with 
people. The alienating aspect to human interaction was also found in participants 
mentioning the manipulation of people and marketing. Some, mostly working in 
creative industries, said that they couldn’t support themselves from the wages 
and told me stories about being in constant fear of not having enough money 
until the end of the month. Paperwork, annoying clients and having to keep up the 
discipline were further unenjoyable aspects participants have mentioned.

WHAT WOULD BE A REASON FOR YOU NOT TO WORK?

Original: Was wären Gründe für dich, nicht zu arbeiten? / Was wäred Gründ für 
dich, nöd z schaffe? 

Question two for group two

I tried to find out what’s more important than work to the participants. What would 
have to happen or change for them not to go to work anymore?

Having enough money was often stated. But what 
I found interesting, is that it was mostly also men-
tioned that they would still work, but work less or do 
something else instead. Their own and their family’s 
health was also a frequently mentioned point. Also, 
starting a family on their own was mentioned by both 
women and men. Another quite drastic reason not 
to work for some is war (expand?). Some participants 
emphasised the importance of standing behind their 
work and said they would quit if they couldn’t support 
their values anymore. Having more space for self-de-
velopment in the form of learning new things or going 
traveling would also be a reason to leave the current 
workplace. Only one person said that that they could 
not think of a reason at all.

HOW MUCH OF YOUR OWN PERSONALITY DO YOU 
BRING INTO YOUR WORK? TO WHICH EXTEND TO 
YOU IDENTIFY WITH YOUR WORK?

Original: Wie viel deiner eigenen Persönlichkeit bringst 
du in deine Arbeit mit ein? Hast du das Gefühl, dass 
du dich stark mit deiner Arbeit identifizierst? / Wie viel 
vo dinere eigene Persönlichkeit bringsch du i dini Ar-
bet mit ine? Identifiziersch du dich starch mit dinere 
Arbet?

Question three for both groups

Here I wanted to look at the intensity of how they felt 
personally connected to their work. If it was some-
thing where they as a person felt like they mattered 
or could bring something into or if it was pure routine.

Almost every person working in care stated that per-
sonality is very important in their job. In general in jobs 
working directly with people the personality seems 
to come into play a lot more than in other fields. 
Participants working in very professional and imper-
sonal fields did therefore not connect as strongly to 
their work. Some self-employed people even said 
that their personality is their job, and that’s on what 
they built their around. Participants working in crea-
tive fields went into a similar direction and stated that 
they strongly identify with their creating and the crea-
tion. In general I got a lot of strong answers, like iden-
tifying a 100%, being unconditionally loyal or seeing 
the boss as a father figure. I also got a few differentiat-
ed answers where participants saw the identification 
only in certain aspects of their work. A few partici-
pants told me how they didn’t connect so much to 
their work anymore after having a burnout or taking a 
break. One person said that working feels like putting 
on a mask and that they don’t identify at all with it.
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HAS YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF WHAT WORK MEANS AND YOUR CONNECTION 
TO IT CHANGED OVER TIME?

Original: Wie hat sich dein Verständnis von Arbeit, wie auch das Verhältnis dazu 
über die Zeit verändert? / Wie het sich dis Verständnis vo Arbet, wie au s Verhältnis 
dezue, über d Zit veränderet?

Question four for group one

Since I look at the connection my participants have to their work, I thought it 
would be interesting to hear them talk about it also retro-perspectively. What was 
their view on it when they were younger? What changed and why?

Many of the positive answers I’ve got had to do with confidence. Participants told 
me stories of how they are now critical critical, how they don’t just put up with 
everything and do what they are told. As a result of that independence, they also 
got pickier in what they do. As they grow older, there seems to be a more relaxed 
and independent attitude for many. Some stated that they found joy in what they 
do, where as it was just a must when they were younger. On the other hand I also 
heard a lot of tales of disillusionment, and of how participants dreamt of self-real-
ization, had big hopes and aspirations, only for them to have to get them up over 
time. An interesting story was about how the excitement of working in the creative 
field turned out to be a delusion and how creativity died as soon as it was done 
in exchange for money. Many told me about their fear and worries thinking about 
the future. Only one person stated that nothing at all has changed.

WHAT WORDS SPRING TO MIND WHEN YOU CONSIDER THE FUTURE OF YOUR 
WORK?

Original: Was für Stichworte und Gefühle kommen dir in den Sinn, wenn du an 
deine Zukunft betreffend Arbeit denkst? / Was für stichwörter und gfühl chömed 
dir in sinn, wenn du a dini zuekunft betreffend arbet denksch?

Question four for group two

This one was trying to find out how people generally feel when they think about 
working. I felt like putting it into a future context would emphasise the feeling even 
more and also show potential risks and chances they see.

It was interesting to see the variety and often inconsistency of the words that came 
up. Some even used words like uncertainty and security in the same sentence. 
Participants working in care were especially optimistic. They also often stated the 
security of having job in the future as very motivating. Working together, having a 
good team and working with people were mentioned throughout all fields. Also 
fun, happiness, being creative, contentment and new opportunities were men-
tioned too. These new opportunities were often connected with new methods 
and better technology and some looked at it with curiosity and excitement. They 
were looking forward to the change and the change for personal development. A 
lot of women mentioned working part-time as a possible future option. On the 
other hand, words like digitalisation, automation, robots and cheap labour in India 
were also connected to the fear of job loss. Some participants were afraid of not 
being able to keep up with a workplace that would higher the demands and want 
them to be more and more productive. Over taxation, uncertainty, stress and 
constantly being tired were mentioned. Monotony was another word that came 
up. One participant feared unfulfilled potential, another questioned the impact 
they had on this world. Last but not least, getting old and retirement provision was 
stated several time as well.

IF YOU DIDN’T HAVE TO WORK TO EARN MONEY, 
WHAT WOULD YOU DO? COULD YOU IMAGINE A SO-
CIETY WHERE THAT’S THE CASE FOR EVERYONE?

Original: Wie stellst du dir deinen Alltag vor, wenn du 
nicht mehr arbeiten müsstest, um Geld zu verdienen? 
Und wie stellst du dir eine Gesellschaft vor, in der das 
für alle so wäre? / Wie würdsch du dir din Alltag vor-
stelle, wenn du nüme müesstisch go schaffe zum 
Geld verdiene? Und wie stellsch der e Gsellschaft vor, 
i dere das für alli so wer?

Question 5 both groups

This question was for me a quite obvious one to 
ask. Have they thought about alternatives? Do they 
project their own idea onto a societal context? Even 
though I didn’t define the term ‘work’, people mostly 
understood it in the sense of labour work.

Most people could imagine a world, where they them-
selves didn’t work anymore. They imagined their life 
to be more relaxed, less worried, with more motiva-
tion, in general happier and without fear of the future.

Some of the participants would even buy a house 
and some land and become self-sustained. The list 
of activities the others would do ranged from using 
their creativity in dancing, making music, photogra-
phy, over learning new skills and self development in 
general, over sports and wellness, to spending time 
with their partner, families and friends. And of course, 
enjoying life and sometimes just doing nothing was 
stated as well.

Quite a few participants said that they would contin-
ue working, but often something else or at least not 
that much. Be it out of boredom, for structure in their 
lives, for the sake of having a task or to be of use. The 
being of use part was the mentioned the most here. 
They would like to do something useful, help people 
in need, work with disabled, be politically active, work 
with refugees or simply be a stay-at-home-dad.

Only a few people couldn’t imagine a life without work 
at all. They said they wouldn’t know what to do and 
that it would be very boring or even a horror as they 
would have no meaning in life anymore.

It’s interesting that even though most participants 
could imagine a life without work for themselves, 
many couldn’t see the same for a society. About half 
didn’t like the idea at all, they stated to be scared 
that Switzerland would fall apart, that people would 
just stay at home and do nothing. They even stated 
that it would be dangerous and criminality and vio-
lence would increase. Some could imagine a society 
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without work, but only at the expense of less devel-
oped part of the world or the ones in Switzerland still 
working in. One person was rather meritocratic and 
subscribed to the Idea that you should only get what 
you have earned yourself. Some said it would come 
with a lot of restrictions as working less meant sacri-
ficing some luxuries.  A common subject that came 
up again was structure. People need a routine and 
an occupation in their life, with someone telling them 
what to do in order not to lose themselves. 

Others were quite pragmatic and said that it would 
work, but society needed certain new structures, in-
stitutions, an education or preparation. And that it’s 
important to integrate people with disabilities and 
so on, but if done correctly, that not having to work 
would bring a lot of new chances for humanity.

Participants who liked the idea of a society without 
work defined the chances more concrete: In gen-
eral a happier society, more creativity, more people 
spending time doing things they like, more room for 
self-fulfilment, more social engagement, more time 
for each other, for meaningful relationships, more 
freedom to take risks or try out things, less pressure 
and less jealousy. Someone said it would probably be 
hard for the economic system, but humans would 
definitely gain. Quite a few participants fitting into this 
optimistic category thought that people would still 
continue working out of other motivations than mon-
ey. Someone quoted “Hurra diese Welt geht unter” 
from K.I.Z. with a line that roughly translates to ‘Money 
became the same as confetti and we slept better, a 
gold ingot is for us the same as a brick’2. And some 
participants simply said that they pictured it like par-
adise.

I’ve added the sorted snippets of the questions after 
the appendix from page 72 onwards.

2 Hurra diese Welt geht unter; K.I.Z.; 2015; Song
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I wanted to explore the topic of work in relation to ourselves. What came out of 
it is this collection of narratives, personal, historical, political and societal. I might 
have gained a deeper understanding in this complex and emotional topic, but it 
has certainly left me with more questions open than have been answered.

Starting off with the personal reflection was very helpful in seeing that even for 
myself my connection to work not as clear as I thought it to be. I found contradic-
tions and saw, that work for me is more as the sheer task I do.

Looking at the topic in different contexts, backed the ambivalent feeling I got from 
my personal reflection. For me, the countless references I found in pop culture 
are proof that many of us seem to have a relationship that goes into extremes. It 
also shows to me, just how embedded working is in our society. Looking at Marx’s 
analysis of capitalism helped in making clear that many criticised aspects of work 
actually come from conducting work under capitalism. Paul Lafague’s essay ‘The 
Right to be Lazy’ as a critique of contemporary work and a call for laziness. As 
contradictory as it sounds, laziness is for him of great importance for progress. I 
also liked reading his references to older philosophical texts, which showed that 
thinking about work has a long history. I loved reading the Situationist Internation-
al texts and even the introduction to them, with their uncompromising ideas left 
an impression on me. It was fascinating to see how these texts helped galvanize 
support to instigate a riot, which in turn seized two thirds of France’s workforce in 
1968. When reading Bob Black’s ‘The abolition of work’ I could see why. His radi-
cal approach of not trying to fix work, but to get rid of it altogether is maybe not 
directly applicable but definitely holds impact. These texts might have a populist 
tone to them, but for me they gave a good counter opinion or different view to 
how we usually talk and hear about work.

Another major part of my thesis was the field research. Taking inspiration from 
the cultural probe method, I came up with the idea of using WhatsApp as a re-
search tool and also found a few papers talking about it. I expanded on them 
and defined my own goals with using WhatsApp for research. Getting people to 
participate was a lot easier than expected, but with 60 participants, it was also a 
lot more work than I had initially thought. I had many interesting conversations 
even beyond the WhatsApp chats of people who have heard about my project 
approached me and wanted to talk about it or share their opinion and insight. One 
of my participants even told a friend of mine - without knowing that this friend 
also knows me - about the project and how much reflecting on the topic of work 
affects her. For the evaluation I sorted all the answers into similar topics. I like 
how it gives a visual guideline of which topics came up often without attaching a 
grading. Formulating the keywords into a continuous text helped me to gain an 
overview and reflect on the answers more in depth.

In effect, this thesis is mostly a personal exploration motivated by my interest in 
the topic of work. Therefore, most of the key findings are of a personal nature as 
well. Even-though it seems obvious, it struck me just how integrated in our so-
ciety work truly is. During the week, we spend around one third of our day and a 
half of our time awake at work. Not taking into account the preparation for work, 
going to work, coming home from work, relaxing from work and thinking about 
work here. It’s the norm and our society is engineered for work. The sheer breadth 
and depth of the topic fascinates me. I came in with a rather cynical or aggres-
sive opinion but during my exploration, I realised how evocative the topic really is. 
When talking about the concept of work, it doesn’t only concern the task itself, but 
of how work and our sense of self is now deeply interwoven.
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ADDITION TO ‘...SO, WHY DO I 
WORK?’:
Selfnation: I work in a 20% work quota as a graphic 
designer for Selfnation since 2014. I get paid by the 
hour, but with an agreement of a quota around 20%. 
My salary is CHF 35 per hour. Selfnation is a startup 
that sells tailor-made jeans and trousers over the in-
ternet. People fill in their measurements and an algo-
rithm calculates the pattern. The pants are produced 
in Switzerland and all materials are sourced regional-
ly and fair. I have to be in the office for half of the time 
and can work from wherever I like for the rest.

I started working there because I stand behind their 
values and ways of production. I like most of the 
tasks I do as a graphic designer and I’m sure that it’s 
good for my CV to have experience in a field relat-
ed to my study. When I started working, there were 
roughly five people in the team and now there are 
nearly twenty. I like that drive that runs in the office, 
that sense of achieving something together whilst 
also having a strong ethical base. I truly appreciate 
the freedom and flexibility they afford me. A sense 
of purpose, team spirit and maybe even a sense of 
gratitude for my working conditions gets me through 
the less enjoyable tasks.

Kauz: Since January 2016 I work irregularly at a small 
nightclub in Zurich in the cloakroom. The shifts are 
mostly around to 10 hours long and at night. I get CHF 
25 per hour and also make around CHF 30 - 70 in tips 
per night.

Although I don’t like the task itself very much, I enjoy 
talking to people and have had interesting and ob-
scure encounters there. This of course is not inher-
ently part of my task, but more what I make of it. 
A big part of the motivation comes from the place 
itself. There is admittedly a sense of prestige accom-
panying working at a popular nightclub. I enjoy being 
part of the team and also the off-work benefits like 
not having to stand in line and being up-to-date. But 
aside from this, I definitely feel as though I’m a part 
of the nightlife community that keeps Zurich’s music 
and club scene vibrant and interesting. So working for 
a cause comes into play here as well.

zotea: In early 2016 I started working for zotea, an 
online shop that sells loose tea. I’m responsible for 
the content creation and social media. I write blog-
posts, take pictures, make short videos and manage 
Facebook. I have a set goal of posts to make in one 
month and can work from whenever and whenever 
I want. I used to get CHF 500 per month which just 
got changed to CHF 200, because they reduced the 
required posts.

When I got this job offer I mainly agreed due to the 
flexibility. If I want, I can prepare several weeks or even 
month ahead and have little work after that. Apart 
from that I like the topic of tea and since I can choose 
the content myself I just write about things that inter-
est me. It’s also a good training to make short videos, 
take pictures of the product and write texts, which I 
can include it in my CV.
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ADDITION TO ‘AVANT GARDE 
AGAINST WORKING AND CAPITAL-
ISM’:

WHY 2/3 OR THE WORKFORCE STOPPED WORKING 
IN FRANCE, 1968

It started with a few students getting themselves 
elected for the student union. In collaboration with 
the Situationist International they produced around 
10’000 copies of ‘On the Poverty of Student Life’ and 
distributed it all over the campus. Radical ideas start-
ed to become popular and the situation gained mo-
mentum with more students joining the revolts.

They managed to take over the administration build-
ing at Nanterre and on May 2nd, the university was in-
definitely closed. They had several violent encounters 
with the police and many students ended up getting 
beaten or arrested. The riots grew to include workers, 
unemployed, high school students and young hoods.

On May the 13th students occupied Sorbonne and 
started forming an occupation committee to coor-
dinate the struggle. The political tendencies ranged 
from simple university reforms to the end of class 
society. On the same day the main trade unions 
called a one-day strike protesting police violence and 
for a variety of claims having to do with wages, hours, 
retirement and union rights. At the same time, they 
warned about ‘disruptive elements, alien to the work-
ing class’. The huge march escalated that afternoon, 
and included workers, students and teachers, and 
nearly resulted in the death of two police officers.

By May 17th, a variety of companies were being occu-
pied by workers, and millions of French workers were 
on a wildcat strike. The workers were taking control of 
their own lives and had little intention of going back to 
work. It was clear that the unions were not in control 
of the movement. As Rene Vienet observed, ‘for the 
unions the only use of all the revolutionary strength of 

the proletariat was to make themselves presentable’.

In the lecture halls of Sorbonne discussions about 
social issues and the revolutionary struggle were held 
and worker-students action committees formed. 
They would draft and distribute leaflets and called 
for worker-controlled strike committees. Graffiti ap-
peared all over the place and Guy Debord’s ‘never 
work’ was seen on countless walls. The ideas and 
the drive of the revolution was heavily Situationist In-
ternational inspired and one inscription read: ‘Since 
1936 I have fought for wage increases. My father, be-
fore me, also fought for wage incrases. Now I have a 
telly, a fridge and a Volkswagen. Yet all in all, my life 
has always been a dog’s life. Don’t discuss with the 
bosses. Eliminate them.’.1

The Occupation Committee at Sorbonne was even-
tually quashed and the Council for the Maintenance 
of the Occupations (CMDO) including Situationist 
members was formed. The unions acted as if they 
called the strike and limited it to wage and working 
condition demands.

On May 24, another demonstration turned into a riot 
in which part of the stock exchange was burned and 
two police stations trashed. At this point France had 
more or less been shut down by the strikes.

With president De Gaulle announcing that he will stay 
in power it was decided to break the strike factory by 
factory and the police drove workers out of the fac-
tories. The unions played an important role in limiting 
the revolutionary movement. On June 23, all occu-
pied buildings were evacuated.

The wildcat strike had involved 10 million workers, 
which is about 2/3 of the French workforce. They par-
alysed a modern industrialized nation and created a 
near-revolution.2

1 Beneath the Paving Stones: Situationists and the Beach, May 1968; 
p. 78; ‘Dark Star’; 2001

2 An Introductino to the Situationists; p. 10 - 14; Jan D Matthews; 
2005
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ADDITION TO ‘ACTUALLY TALKING 
TO PEOPLE’:

 
COMING UP WITH A CONCRETE PLAN

WHO DO I WANT TO TALK TO?

To get an understanding of which fields I have to in-
corporate I did some research on the defined job 
fields in Switzerland and came across the choice of 
career website. There I found a PDF with the 22 fields 
of occupation after Zihlmann.

I wrote all of these fields down on post-its and tried 
to sort and tag it so that I could get a more tangible 
idea on which broader industries I’d have to include. I 
ended up with the tags Planning, Construction, Physi-
cal, Technology-focused, Social, Service, Creative and 
Office. A job can have more than one of the tags.1

To get a variety of people participating in the research 
I defined a set of parameters to take into account 
next to their occupation. Age, gender, job, work expe-
rience and form of employment.

After I’ve defined the fields and other parameters I 
started a list where I wrote down possible candidates 
that came into my mind. I quickly realised that this 
technique didn’t lead anywhere and decided to make 
an open call in the form of a video. I wrote down the 
most important information for potential participants:

Some of you already know that at the moment I’m 
writing my bachelor thesis on ‘work’. For this I’m now 
looking for people who are interested in giving me a 
small insight into their work over WhatsApp around 
two to five minutes a day. You don’t need to have 
a specific job, I’m looking for people in all different 
fields. You can have more than one job, be a free-

1 Die 22 Berufsfelder nach Zihlmann; René Zihlmann; 31 Jan 2018; 
https://edudoc.ch/record/106589/files/Berufsfelder.pdf
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lancer, work at the cashier or be manager in a bank - I 
don’t mind.  Over the course of a week I would send 
you a question everyday which you can answer as 
you want - with text, video, voice message, pictures, 
gifs and so on. If you’re interested or want to know 
more, text me!

HOW MY RESEARCH WENT

FIND PEOPLE THAT WANT TO TALK TO ME

Since I demand a degree of trust from potential par-
ticipants to give me their phone number I wanted a 
more personal way to ask for their help than plain text.  
So I decided to record a video with the text above on 
Instagram and put it into my story and also record 
one for Facebook. I find this way to come closest to 
actually ask someone in person and I also find my-
self be more willing to help and sympathise stronger 
with someone who talks to me directly, or where I 
can at least their face via a video. To reach outside 
my direct social sphere, I also asked my parents and 
some friends to share the video to their wall.

In only a few hours the reach of the videos had already 
surpassed my expectations. People I didn’t even have 
mutual friends with started sharing it and I got a lot of 
messages and comments of people wanting to help 
me. In only a few days my videos have been viewed 
around 2’000 times.

ORGANISATION

To get organised, I started an Excel sheet where I put 
in the names of participants as well as their age, job, 
gender and phone number. In additional  columns 
I tracked at which state of information they already 
where. I set up a word document to write down the 
keywords for the different texts and information I 
wanted to give them. First I sent them a short In-
troduction where I thanked them for participating, 
explained the project, asked for their phone-number 
and promised confidentiality.

After they had confirmed their participation in the 
project, I promised to get back to them in the next 
days.

I also made some statistics, which showed me the 
representation of age and gender etc. I was pleas-
antly surprised by the variety in participants. Where 
I started off with the intention to acquire around 8 - 
15 participants I ended up getting the contacts of 60 
people. I decided to split them into two groups and 
question them in successive weeks.
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I finds wichtig dases zahlt wird, aus s Uflege zum Bispiel, au das cha 
mengisch schaffe si, so wie am letzte Wuchenend xehnis nöd würkli 
als schaffe sondern als pure Spass

Spass

Macht mir Freude

es hobby

ein Hobby

macht mir sehr Spass

Das macht mir glücklich.

muess Freud mache

Berufung

Es erfüllt mich

mini arbet erfüllt mi

berufliche Erfüllung

d kunst isch als arbeit sehr erfüllend für mich

zum mini Zuekunft sichere

zum sich s leba chöna finanzira

wemma 8-9h am tag demit verbringt wirds glich zum ‘müassa’

(und zum geld verdiene und nid uf de strass lande)

mittel zum zweck

abrackere

woni nid gern mache

zum geld spare, damit ich mich bald nur uf min richtige bruef 
kann konzentriere

öpis womer Geld iibringd zum Überlebe

gut bezahlt

En Brötlierwerb drum, will ich vorher immer sehr verantwor-
tigsvolli Arbete gha ha wo mich den au z letzt au na ines Burn-
out tribe het

ohni de Job da chöntich min Lebensunterhalt nöd leiste

Mer muess goge schaffe damit mer öpis verdient, ohni Geld 
gaht’s leider nöd

nimmt viel Zit in aspruch

in Bezug auf sich selbst viel verzichten

Kompromiss

ich leiste näbere minere Arbet no ganz viel 
witerei Arbet wo nid entlöhnt wird und das 
bezeichne ich als Hobby oder als Projäktli anderi 
nennes Kulturschaffe oder Freiwilige Arbet. Für 
mi isch mini Arbet / mir Job en Kompromiss wo 
ich ihgang, zum mir mini räschtlichi “Arbet” könne 
leiste. Also damit ich mine Hobbies nochgoh.

en Kompromiss zwüschet dämm woni möcht 
mache und däm wo mis Läbe finanziert

nöi erfahrige chönne 
z’sammle

sich stätig z ver-
bessere

neui herusforderige z 
meistere

der Verstand und die 
Umsetzung meiner 
Ideen

das Ambiente ist an-
genehm

Kreativität

sich entfalten und in 
seiner Aufgabe auf-
blühen können

wo ich mini Fähigkeite 
cha bruche

abschalte vom filmalltag

Leidenschaft

eh tätigkeit wo mer usüebt wil mer d’richtig 
oder s’thma womer muess macha gern macht 
bzw. het

passion

herzenssach

ich liebe min bruef und xehn ihn drum nöd als 
arbeit

meiner Leidenschaft und Berufung nachzu-
kommen

Etwas sinnvolles

was der Gesellschaft nützlich 
ist und sich dafür einsetzen

Auch wenn es mit Leid ver-
bunden ist

d Welt zume bessere, schö-
nere u gnussvollere Ort 
mache

mönsche chönne z’helfe

Kunst isch zwar au n teil vom kapitalistische wert, definiert 
sich abr vor allem au dur di immaterielle wert (oder?)

Momentan möcht isch au nid mit mine Hobbies Geld 
verdiene oder mit däne mis Läbe finanziere. Ich han scho 
es paar mol erläbt, dass wenn dr Profit ins Spiel kunt, die 
ganze Kreativität verlore gaht

sich is kapitalistische gfüeg vo unternehmige 
iizordne und sin biitrag im sinne vo produktivi-
tät zugunste am unternehme z erfülle

hingege bimr unternehme hani extrem müeh 
mite iordnig und de wertvorstellige

i bi de inere Struktur drin, vo irgendwie Arbeit-
geber und ich Arbeitnehmer

Freiheit, auch im Sinne Familie 
und Beruf zu handeln (Selbst-
ständig)

en Job isch en Job, ich gib alles, 
aber nüme ganz alles.

es guets Team

...da mueni halt professionell blibe, wenni irgendwo spiele wos mer schlicht und 
eifach kei Spass macht, wo d Umständ nöd cool sind wie au immer.

es isch wichtig, dasses dich nöd 
jede Tag aschisst zum Ufstah:)

I underscheide na gern zwüschet Arbet und Lohnarbeit.

Arbeit in däre Form wie du si glaubs untersuechsch, isch 
Arbet wo entlöhnt wird.
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Ich fülle lückene und stelle sicher das d Mensche i eusem System en möglichst höchi Lebensqualität dörffed 
ha.

will ich s gfühl han, ich cha villicht nöd die ganz welt zumene bessere ort mache, aber ich chan uf jede fall s 
lebe vo ganz villne lüüt positiv beihflusse und ihne wiiterhelfe

mir isches au wichtig das ich i minere Arbet en Sinn gsen und mim mim Handle d Weält (au wens nur es bizli 
isch) verbessere chan.

ch möchte den Arbeitsalltag erleichtern. Jahrelang habe ich gesehen, wie man viel zu viel verplempert, ob-
wohl wir in Zeitalter der Digitalisierung sind.

Ich arbeite aus Freude Menschen zu Helfen. Ihnen Unterstützung beim Gesund werden, bei der Rehabilitation 
mitzuwirken oder einfach, um ihnen einen würdevollen Sterbeprozess zu ermöglichen.

weil ich etwas bewirken möchte, etwas erschaffen und bewegen will. Es macht einfach Sinn Menschen auf 
ihrem Weg zu beraten, nicht nur was Haare betrifft:-)), 

um etwas zu bewirken, zu bewegen

Und mit meinem Wissen will ich, dass andere Leute weniger Überstunden machen oder überflüssige admin-
istrative Arbeiten machen müssen, die nur nerven.

ch bilde mir ein, meine Arbeit bringt nicht nur mir etwas, sondern allen

Sicher mal wegem Gäld.

Um Geld zu verdienen

zum mir miis lebe ih dem standart woni mir wünsche chöne z finanziere

zum geld verdiene will ich wett chöne muig mache

mit was muss man ja essen kaufen und die Miete bezahlen.:)

Ausserdem um Geld zu verdienen.

weil ich in erster Linie für mich (und jetzt auch für meine Familie) sorgen will. Durch Arbeit werde ich entlöhnt.

und natürlich zum über d’Runde cho.

um den Lebensstandard zu erhalten/ zu verbessern. Miete ist teuer und ich reise sehr gern

um mini  Monatsrechnige zahle??...um min  wohlverdienten 5 Wuche Urlaub z’ finanziere??..um mi Statussymbol z’fes-
tigen?..um..um..um..

um mir mein Leben zu finantzieren

Weil ich mein Lebensunterhalt verdienen miss

um Geld für meinen Unterhalt zu verdienen

und als angenehme Nebenerscheinung ich noch dazu Geld verdiene

Um den Lebensunterhalt von mir und meiner Familie finanzieren zu können.

au willi susch uf de strass mösst läbe :D

Grundsätzlich zum Lebensunterhalt leisten. Drei Kinder, da sammelt sich einiges an an Aufwand der gedeckt werden 
will

zum mini Komfortzone z’erwitere, , usefinde was 
i nöd wött

Die tägliche Herausforderungen mit den Kindern 
und Religon (nicht immer einfach...) reizt mich.

es bestätigt mir meine Fähigkeiten, es verlangt 
mir mein Wissen ab, es bringt mir immer neues 
Wissen, es ernährt mich

es fordert mich, es fördert mich

ich würde es auch tun wenn ich ganz ganz viel 
Geld hätte, allerdings nicht in dem Ausmas:-)!

ich würde auch arbeiten wenn ich kein Geld ver-
dienen würde (das wäre dann wohl „Berufung“) 
jedoch ist das schwierig in der Schweiz ..das 
System ist ja gegeben..

Ich würde trotzdem weiterarbeiten, wenn ich 
Euromillion gewinnnen würde

Vor der Auszeit war es “nur” 
noch die Aufmerksamkeit, 
welche mir die Kunden gaben. 

freizit ohni gäld isch nöd luschtig.

Um mir meine Freizeit zu finanzieren.
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Arbeit macht mir aber auch Spass.

aber in Haaren rumwusseln macht einfach Spass

weil es Spass macht

will min Job mini  Lideschaft isch... bin richtig happy derbi und das sit 
9 Jahre!! Ich han s’Gfühl mit 42 brueflich acho zsi und nüt mehr an-
derst wellä mache. Churz beantwortet.... ich schaff wills mich glücklich 
macht!!

um die Zeit sinnvoll mit der Arbeit zu verbringen die mich ausfüllt und 
zufrieden macht.

zum öppis mache wo ich gern mach, wo mich jede tag motiviert

i mim Fall machi eifach au das wo mir spass macht

es bereitet mir Freude

es macht mir Spass

Wils cool isch

Ich arbeite gern

Ich arbeite gerne

Gemeinschaft mit Kollegen

a mine zwüschemenschlich Defizit z’schaffe

wegen dem sozialen Kontakt mit Menschen die in 
und um die Kirche arbeiten.

es bringt mich mit tollen Menschen zusammen

bring Licht, Freude und Menschen in mein Leben.

es gitt miim lebe eh gwüssi struktur

wil mer suscht wür langwilig werde..

um einen Ausgleich zur Freizeit und eine Tagesstruktur 
zu haben

um eine Aufgabe zu haben

es bietet mir Abwechslung

es bring Spannung sowie Struktur in mein Leben

Ich brauche immer eine gewisse Grundbeschäftigung, 
denke aber, dass mir auch eine 35h Woche reichen 
würde

Bin gerne beschäftigt, mache gerne etwas

Bin gerne zielorientiert beschäftigt

Beschäftigungstherapie

Und manchmal hat mich die Arbeit sogar im Griff.

mer e ufgab im läbe git.

es git miim lebe eh art sinn

weil ich mich als Mensch so vollständiger fühle

weil es mich erfüllt, ausfüllt

Weil Gott mir sie gegeben hat. [...] Darum 
mache ich genau diese Arbeit.

Das Arbeiten war eine klassische Konditionierung 
und irgendwie nicht mehr schöpferisch kreativ.

weil ‚man‘ es tut

Und manchmal muss es halt einfach sein (zB 
Hausarbeit, Budgetkontrolle und Ablage) 

I eusere gsellschafft isch es lebe ohni schaffe 
nur schwer denkbar darum natürli einersits.
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Das ewige Hamsterrad: man wird nie fertig. Ist eine 
Aufgabe erledigt, kommen drei neue Sachen  dazu.

Was ich garnicht mag ist Routinearbeit wie Code kop-
ieren usw. “Sklavarbeit?”

Wenn es einfach läuft, alle happy und 
gesund sind.

mir gfallt dra am meiste dases es 
hammer projekt isch, es lauft mega 

Ich fahre Menzi Muck am liebsten bin auch mit Leib und Seele Polier

dass ii immer mit pflanza schaffe

Mit Kindern zu arbeiten

das ich chan mit audio-visuelle Instrument chan Wert oder au Iistellige oder au 
Ussage chan forme am wenigsten trimmern

mir sind es tolls team

dasi talentierti lüt cha zemme bringe um e uftrag z‘realisiere und 
de kollege chönne jobs z‘gä.

dass mir alli so viel Ziit und Energie investiere, will mir alli s glichi 
“Ziel” oder “Idee” oder “Vorstellig” vor Auge händ. Mir ziehnd alli an 
eim Strang. 

Keini Vorgsetzte und alli Entscheidige zemme treffe

dass mir au Sache als Kollektiv düend diskutiere und erst en 
Lösig händ, wenn alli drmit ihverstande sind. 

Umgebung

Arbeitskollegen

es guets Team.

wasmi nervt isch halt dasi devo kei mieti cha zahle.

dasses wahnsinnig schwer isch davo könne ds‘lebe.

Es isch en schwierige und brotlose job. 

somit könne si uns halt kei fixe Lohn ändi Monet 
garantiere

schlechtes Arbeitszeit:Lohnverhältnis

es zweischniidigs schwert isch die gross flexibil-
ität, für vili sache isches mega praktisch wenni 
en grossteil vo minre tätigkeit eifach denn cha 
mache wenni zit und lust han, d cheersite isch 
halt dases mega disziplin brucht und dasmer d 
ufgabe selber mues zueteile, ihteile, kontrolliere...

Ich liebe Aufgaben wo ich meine Kreativität in Einsatz bringen kann

as ich mini sproche kann schuele.

dass ich au selber cha konzepiere, relativ eigeständig bin und mir 
freie hand glah wird

weil ich meine Ideen einbringen kann

Ideen verwirklichen

Dass ich eig mini welt immer wieder neu erfinde chan

Es ischn kontinuierlichi lernprozess, wo afch e dütlich inners gfühl vo 
witercho mit sich treit.

frei und kreativ

meine Ideen umsetzen zu können

Neue spannenden Materien zu lernen wobei es 
meistens nicht der efizienste Weg um den gewün-
schten Problem zu lösen ist.

abwechslig

isch eue wenns missverständnis git und me 
das ner irgendwie muess usdiskutiere, oft 
isches e frag vo budegt - cha müesahm si...

d‘vielfälltigkeit

mini arbeit isch sehr 
abwechsligsriich

sehr abwechslungsreiche 
Tätigkeit

d‘nöchi zu de lüt

menshliche faktor

in Beziehung zu treten ist für mich sehr wichtig

ii schaffa mit menscha

grosser Bekanntenkreis von Endverbraucher u sozi. Kon-
takte

Ich ha gern Lüt um mich ume, ich due gern mit Lüt rede 
und bediene.

was mer weniger gfallt isch wenn mit 
fäkalie in kontakt chunsch - khört aber 
eifach derzue und ds macht gloubs 
niemer gern

und s’useshnide vo hessliche sache

blueeeet

 das du lüt so manipuliersch das sie dir nomeh oder no 
türeri produkt abkaufed

Und drum bini fast zwunge zum lüt manipuliere.

ich mich verchaufe und das jede Tag

das ich mich durch mis Verchauf a öpert wo viel Geld het 
mich selber cha verwürkliche. Das isch das wonich als 
extrem negativ empfinde. Innerhalb vo dem negative sich 
vo dem chöne uslebe und sich selber eigentlich Bestä-
tigung hole bi Mensche wo mer eigentlich sis Lebe lang 
verurteilt het oder nöd so gern het oder nöd in Verbindig 
bracht werde wett mit dene, das isch so chli d Schwirig-
keit vo mim Bruef.

Am schauspiel liebi, das ich ich sii kann. Ich spiele nid, ich bin.

Du bewirbsch dich die ganz ziit, gohsch zu cast-
ings und kassiersch zu 90% absage. Das nagt oft a 
eim und git viel ds‘denke. Zum teil zwiiflet ma au a 
sich selber. Aber do mussme amel würkli drüber-
stoh und wiiter mache. Es isch nid eifach.

dass ich voll easy Arbetsbedingige han :)

ich ka soviel Ferie und Frei ihgäh wie ich will

Arbeitszeiten

Ferien

ich ha au en meega easy Lohn

das gewisse etwas an Nervenkitel, ob die 
Idee von Kunden angenommen wird

dass ich voll nüt ztue han. also ich kann 
voll easy sache für d uni läse, comix läse, 
tagebuech schriebe oder netflix uf mim 
handy luege

es bietet halt voll keini Herusforderige oder 
Berich wo me sich sälber könnti ihbringe und 
Kreativ si

Sälbstbestimmig

Selbstständig

ich nimme au d reservation vo gäst a wo e lounge wend. und 
es git amigs lüt wo sich mega sache usenehmed. das gfalt 
mer am wenigste

im früahlig isch saison und miar schaffend denn 
würklich viel stunda am tag

oft sehr stressig u enorme Arbeitsspitzen im So und 
v.a. Herbst

stark wetterabhängig

git teils afch riesig stress, will mr vo eim ort zum 
nechste hüpft, geographisch wie gedanklich, und 
sich somit kei ruhepol schafft

mer hend im Moment so en mega Stress, bin halt 
au nüme 20gi, und das macht mer chli z schaffe

wil ich den Gedanken “Teilen statt besitzen” schön finde

Prestigejob

Lebendige Kultur u. Tradition

Verkauf u Geschäftsbeziehungen liegen mir 
nicht so

dass mr bispielswis irgendwohi mue afch 
zum det gsi si anstatt dihai zeichne odr so

Bürokratie

Büroarbeit

Umstrukturierung von Schulsystem

Angst um den Arbeitsplatz
das de Chef füehrt aber nöd so fähig isch 
und überhaupt nöd sone Person isch, 
womer cha ufeluege. Er isch echli en fuule 
und das isch mengisch nöd so motivierend. 
Er isch au nöd unbedingt z ha für neui Idee 
oder Veränderige, er lebt am liebste i sim 
Trott ine und macht nöd so viel.
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wenn ich keine Freude mehr daran hätte

wenn mir die Kunden auf die Nerven gingen

wen ich nö gforderet bin und mich 
ned chan witerentwickle

wenn ich genug Geld hätte

Wenn ich genug Geld hätte

wenn ich wirklich genug geld hätte

Wenn ich genügend Geld hätte

wenn ich genügend finanzielle Mittel hätte

wenn ich viel, ganz viel Geld hätte

wenn ich finanziell fix usgsorget hetti

wen ich d möglichkeit het mich sälber zversorge mit 
nahrig und emene hus aber leider brüchti für das es 
stuck land.. und für das bruchi viel geld.

aus gesundheitlichen Gründen

aus gesundheitlichen Gründen

Krankheit

Pflege kranker Familienangehöriger

schwerwiegendi Chrankheit

wenn der Job zu sehr auf die Gesundheit schlägt

wenn meine Füsse mich nicht mehr tragen können, 
wenn ein Unfall passieren würde

Wenn mini Gesundheit als folg vo minnere Arbet würd 
liide. Physisch wie au Psychisch

wenn es mir selbst gesundheitlich nicht gut ginge

de chronisch schlafmangel

us chrankheits oder unfallgründ oder ufgrund vo pflägefäll 
ide familie..

Reisen

Reisen, aber höchstens wieder 8 Monate

Quasi a minre persönlichkeit z schaffe zb go reise, 
en sprach lerne, Yoga mache

zum Reise

Selbst mit Euromillionhauptgewinn würde ich arbeiten

ich würde immer “arbeiten” wollen

wenn ich mich in meiner Ausbildung derart auf mich 
konzentrieren müsste und ich die Energie für mich 
bräuchte, würde ich diesen Beruf nicht mehr machen.

Wenn ich Hausmann wäre oder aus familiären Gründen

oder villicht irgendwenn es chind uft welt z bringe.

Chind

wenn ich irgend eh anderi ‘ufgab’ hetti 
wo mich erfülle wür

arbet wo gege mini moral verstosst

Workingpoor

en undankbare cheff

Ich mein ich ha mal im Coop gschafft woni am Morge am halbi 6i ha müesse ufstah um 
gnueg früeh im Coop z si zum nacher irgendwelchi bescheuerti Büetz cha mache. Hei s 
ufstah isch de Horror xi, ich het chöne chotze, nacheme halbe Jahr hani kündet und gfunde, 
figged eu alli uf de Studiejob chani verzichte. Aber wenni ame Festival bin, also bevor s Fes-
tival het aagfange, ich mache das Festival mit und es isch Fritig und irgendöpis staht na nid 
ganz, irgend es Projektli woni am mache bin und am Samstig gahts los, den luegi gfälligste 
dasi am Samstigmorge früeh egal wenn egal wie viel Schlaf ich hinter mir ha, ufstah und 
das Ding fertig mache und denn kackts mi nid aa.
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zu 100%! ich stah mega hinderdem was mir mached

Ich identifiziere mich sehr mit meiner Arbeit, weil ich das mache was ich am besten kann und was mich am 
meisten interessiert: Geschichten mit Menschen. Ich war schon immer ein ‚Gwundeefitz‘ und interessierte 
mich dafür wie es bei jemanden hinter der Tapete aussieht und ich kann gut zuhören, was mir bei meinem 
Job ebenfalls hilft. 

Mit unserem Kindern identifiziere ich mich 100%. Sie sind ganz klar meine Nr. 1. 

Ja ich indentifizierä mich sehr mit minärä arbät vor allem au mit dä firma das isch so än grundsatz vo mir 
dass ich immer voll und ganz wenigstens gegä ussä hindär mim arbätgeber und sinärä firma stah und au 
däfür werbä

ii identizifiara mi sehr stark mit mit miner arbeit.

sehr glaubi. ish quasi mis lebe worde. wills nur um das gaht.

dodemit ka isch mich au sehr stark identifiziere - es füllt au min alltag und bekunnt ganz viel vo minere ener-
gie

flüsst mini persönlichkeit mega fest ih und ich identifizier mich mega fest mit de arbet

Ömm ja ich denkes sehr. Wenn ich mich nöd chönt mit minere arbet identifiziere den hettich au kei 
motivation zums mache

Ja ich identifiziere mich mit der Arbeit, weil sie mir gefällt

Ich glaube ich bringe enorm viel ein und identifiziere

mich immer sehr stark mit meiner Arbeit.

sehr gspalte

chunt uf d arbet druf a

Ich bringe soviel wie möglich von meiner eige-
nen Persönlichkeit in die Arbeit wie nötig.

Ich bringä oder versuechs wenigstens mini idee und verbesserigsvorschlag für konstruk-
tivieri arbätsabläuf izbringä...doch mängmal isch das schwierig und tönt dänn so....: mir 
händs scho immer so gmacht

Schwierige Frage. Meine 
Arbeit ist ja mein Werk

denke dasi vorallem am afang viel vo mire persönlechkeit im wohnheim ha mitbrocht, aber mit der zit doch es biz 
wie die andere bi worde und so wie si ha afo schaffe. 

Selber kann ich mich doch heute doch mehr abgrenzen sonst droht burnout und man nimmt alkes zu persönlich.

Kann mich jedoch auch gut abgrenzen. 

Ich komme immer mehr ins professionelle Denken hinein - je länger ich darin arbeite

wenn ich jedoch merke, dass es mich zuviel Energie kostet halte ich mich etwas zurück.

vor meiner Auszeit war ich identifiziert

de job het sicher en ifluss uf min 
charakter und persönlichkeit gha

Mit unseren Leitsätzen kann ich mich identifizieren

ich kann schon meine Persönlichkeit miteinbeziehen in-
dem ich den Leuten freundlich begegne und hilfsbereit bin

Ich bringe sehr viel von meiner Persönlichkeit ein. Ja ich 
identifiziere mich sehr damit.
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...da meine Arbeit sehr sozial ist, leben die täglichen Verrichtungen von der Interaktion zwischen mir und den Patienten. 
Wenn ich innerlich gut aufgestellt bin, kann ich mehr Stütze sein, als wenn mich etwas Privates beschäftigt.

ich dänke ich bring sehr viel vo minre persönlichkeit i mini arbet ine. es gaht aber au dadrum nur so viel vo de einge 
persönlichkeit z zerkenne geh wie gad nötig. im richtige moment villicht chlini ihblick z geh. Ich g es isch wichtig au-
thentisch z si suscht wird mer nöd ernscht gnoh und mer würkt ufgsetzt.

Ich glaube ich stecke sehr vill vo miinere persönlichkeit ihd arbet, will halt alli therapeutische brüef extrem vo de bezie-
hig zum chind/em patient abhängig sind. sie gspüred halt au mega, öb du authentisch bisch oder nöd.

ich identifizier mich recht starch mit miinere arbet, ich glaub au, dassi en liecht therapeutische touch ih fascht alles 
woni mache inebringe

Ich bin mit Herzblut und Leidenschaft dabei, setze alles daran, dass sich unsere Patienten bei ihrem letzten Lebensab-
schnitt wohl fühlen. Ich nehme also meine ganze Persönlichkeit, resp. Auch sehr mein Herz mit in meine Arbeit.

Meine Persönlichkeit einzubringen find ich wichtig, Kongruenz(!) authentisch... sonst wirkts unglaubwürdig

für mi isches jeda tag schön, wenni all 
dia pflanza gsehn, das isch für mi a sehr 
erfüllends gfühl. mi mit der natur befas-
sa, isch für mi en sehr presenta teil im 
leba; au usserhalb fur arbeit

Es sind einge Aspekte vo mir drin.

Wein machen ist eine Frage der eigenen Philosophie u des eige-
nen Geschmackes. 

Also steckt auch ein wenig von mir in dem Resultat.

Sehr viel. Ohne Identifikation merkt man das den Weinen an. 
Ohne Idealismus und Vision haben die Produkte keine Seele.

Grundsätzlich versuech i immer mich selber z’bliibe.

ich verkaufe nur das wovon ich selbst überzeugt bin

und als PL identifizier ich mich nonid so starch, wöui nonid 100% 
weiss öb d‘produktion würk das isch, woni ir zuekunft wott mache.

chani mit de chunde leider sehr wenig vor persönlechkeit ihbringe 
wöu banke immer sehr unpersönlech und profesionell sind

Haushalt ist für mich reines Pflichtprogramm. Da gibt es wenig Tätig-
keiten bei denen ich Glücksgefühle verspüre.

fast gar nid

ich duen mich au öbbe zu 0% mit 
däre arbet identifiziere

bringi so zimmli gar nüt vo mir ih

minimal
Ja ich wür sege 80%

Lehrer 60%

Sportlehrer 90%

ich bin loyal bis an bach abe. bi allem 
wasi bisher gschaffed han und wenni das 
nüme bin, gangi ebe meistens.

Viel dur Mini Persönlichkeit, ich mein än homeboy 
als Chinder Begleiter, Isch scho no öppist

sogar wenni d kunde due begrüesse, hani s gfühl ich 
zieh en maske ah

Ich liebe meine Arbeit, dem war nicht immer so, vor 
gut 3 Jahren hatte ich so einen anschiess, das mich 
dies fast in ein Bournout gebracht hätte

Da ich selbstständig bin und mich keiner Geschäftspolitik oder 
Geschäftsideen unterwerfen muss kann ich meine Persönlichkeit 
ziemlich einbringen was aber oftmals auch nicht unbedingt gut 
ist. Ich identifiziere mich sehr mit meiner Arbeit meine Arbeit ist 
ein grosser teil meines Lebens.

Ich bringe sehr viel (viellecht zu viel) vo meiner Persönlichkeit ein 
und identifiziere mich auch sehr mit der Arbeit. Ich ärgere mich 
zum Teil über meine Kollegen die ihren Job mit einer gewissen 
Gleichgültikeit ausfüühren
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ich has früehner als Muess und en riese Zwang agseh, vorallem i de Lehr, heti jede tag chöne Sterbe, wenni ha 
müesse ufstah!

Ja äs hät sich verändärät...ha ja wie gseit letschtä oktober än jobwächsel gmacht...mit äm grundsatz wött nümä dass 
mich dä job uffrisst..jetzt han ich än job wo ich nach äm fiirabig kei ballascht meh hei nimm...kurzum än brötlierw-
erb und so bin ich freier i dä freiziit und d’xundheit dankt mir däfür...die entscheidig isch guet aber dä prozäss isch 
nöd ganz eifach wänn d arbät nümä nur no im vordergrund staht. kreativ läbä isch jedoch cool.

Als Jugendliche musste ich eine Lehre anfangen und es hat mir nicht so Recht Freude bereitet. Man muss halt…
Ja total, früher wollte ich mich 
Selbstverwirklichen, heute tue ich was ich 
kann und bleibe dafür mich selbst!

Am Anfang stand die Ausbildung im Vordergrund, später 
war es meine Existenzsicherung.

irgendwenn lernt mer, dass mer 
vlt eifach nöd s richtige macht 
und den chunts hoffentlich 
irgendwenn :)

wow chani nid sege ish mini 
erst usbildig und weiss nid ob 
das sho voll zellt

Kreativität zu Efizienz. Ich sah mein Arbeitsplatz als 
eine Leinwand. Ich könnte male wie ich möchte 
aber mit der Zeit sind Löcher auf dem Leinwand 
erschienen, Efizienzregelungen. Dies sorgten dafür 
dass das gewünschte Bild schneller gemalt wurde. 
Das Bild in die Ferne schaute trotzdem schön.

isch no krass wies mer ufgfalle isch, 
dasi dä job die chönt 100% mache

 ich ha in däne joor vieles usprobiert und bi hi und 
här grisse gsi und nie gwüsst welle wäg ihschloh 
(nid, dassi das jetzt wüssti haha) und arbet het 
denne eifach ermöglicht, dass ich bi däre krüzig jedi 
abzwigig ha könne näh und jede wäg usprobierer 
(will arbet mir die freiheit finanziert het). momentan 
standi immer no an däre krüzig

Nein

joo aso ii glaub, das het sich nid gross 
verändert.ii han schu immer denkt, dass 
es ziemlich streng isch und extrem viel ziit 
in  aspruch nimmt. sit ii schaffa, hets sich 
miar mini vermuatig bestätigt

Heute arbeite ich um mit einem Fuss drin-
zubleiben und weil es mir Spass macht und 
einen guten Ausgleich gibt. Ohne Job wäre ich 
wohl voll der Hausdrache. Ich finde es wichtig 
als Frau unabhängig zu sein und etwas zur 
Haushaltskasse beizutragen.

Dann wurde ich Familienfrau. Diese Arbeit 
gefiel mir noch viel besser und ich liebte es 
Hausfrau und Mutter zu sein.

Auch bin ich reifer und sicherer 
geworden in dem was ich tue. Ich 
führe nicht einfach nur aus was 
andere sagen, sondern zieh mein 
eigenes Ding durch.

jo das het sich zimmlich fest veränderet. ich ha immer dänkt ich will en bruef oder en job wo mir mega gfallt 
und mir mega entspricht. denne bini an e kunstschuel gange und ha gmerkt, dass ichs mega schrecklich find 
mit minerer kreativität kompromis müesse ihzgoh (bitz en arroganti haltig haha) und ha mi denne für natur-
wüsseschafte entschiede. will ich merk bi mine eltere, wo in kreative brüef schaffe, dass me eigentlich immer 
uftragsarbet mache und immer durch d vorstellige oder erwartige oder wünsch vo de andere ihgschränkt wird. 
denne hani irgendwenn für mich glaubs entschiede, dass min bruef/job nid mini liideschaft muess si sonder ei-
fach mittel zum zwäck :) aber ebe, ich leist au mega viel arbet in dr kreativszene aber die stoht denne nie imene 
lohnverhältnis, will durch das muess me au viel weniger rächeschaft ablegge :)

Das Verhältnis zur Arbeit hat sich in all den Jahren zum pos-
itiven verändert, obwohl ich mich auch sehr auf die Pension 
freue

Ich ha glernt, dass mer sich au nöd alles mue 
gfalle lah. Ich bin aber aaständig blibe und 
mach au ab und zue gern chli Witzli. Aber ich 
muess au nüm mir alles gfalle lah.

Also einerseits alles wo mit Musik z 
tue het bini viel wählerischer worde, 
woni früehner na i jedi Hundsver-
lochete wer go spiele, machi nüme 
so. I wähle mer us woni gah go spiele, 
findi au wichtig inzwüsche.

Was Lohnarbet aagaht, wieder mal, het 
sich s Verhältnis insofern veränderet, dass 
es bizli so Zuekunftsängst dezue cho sind. 
Früehner isch chli unbeschwerter xi hani s 
Gfühl. Da hani irgend es Jöbli gmacht und 
es den okay xi und so und jetzt überlegg i 
mi den scho mengisch: “ja und när?”

Ich glaub ich has scho erwähnt, ich 
ha mal im Coop gschaffet churz, 
so es halbs Jahr, no fucking way, 
machi nüme.

Ich glaub es isch chli es entspannters Verhältnis zu Arbeit 
worde inzwüsche. Mue mer glaub überlegge. Ich bin mer imfall 
nöd sicher, viellicht isch au überhaupt nöd entspannter worde. 
Viellicht isch früehner entspannter xi woni eifach irgendwas ha 
büglet und es isch okay xi und ez schiissts mi schnell mal aa. 
Hmm ich weisses nid, schwirigi Frag. Es isch mega schwirig 
will ich nöd cha us mir useträtte und so d Situation cha aalue-
ge und über d Zit und so. Aber ja.
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Vil möglichkeite. Ich cha überall uf de welt ga schaffe

Aber au unsicherheit

unsicherheit, isch das würkli de job woni de 
rest vo miim lebe wett mache?

unsicher

Unsicherheit

Unklarheit

technik

Spennende Technik aber auch 
beängstigende TEchnik Freude, Spass

Spass

Zämearbet

gute Beziehungen, dankbare Menschen, 
spannendes Umfeld

Menschen

Freunde

Menschen

Altersvorsorg

alter

noch 12 jahre Arbeiten

AHV?

niedrige Rentenansprüche 

wenig Spielraum sich fürs Alter etwas auf die Seite 
legen zu können

sicherheit

d sicherheit immer en job z ha

Sicherer Job Lokführer hat es aktuell immer 
noch nicht genug viel und ist trotz Diskussion 
von führerlosen Zügen ein sicherer Job

Sicherer Arbeitsplatz

Sicherheit (einen Job zu haben, auch auf das 
Alter bezogen)

Glasseheit - wird immer Arbet ha

Sicherheit

Meh administrative ufwand, meh Patiente/älteri 
Lüt, Krankekasse wo nöd zalled

Stress

Stress

Frustration, Müdigkeit, Stress

Stress

höchs und tiefs

Herzblut, Gelassenheit, Leidenschaft, Hingabe

An was werden die Jugendlichen von meinem Un-
terricht erinnern und an was und wie werden sie das 
Mitgenommene in ihrem Leben brauchen können bzw. 
wird Ihnen als Hilfe dienen?

Monotonie

Sitzig, Termindruck. Grafikprogramm und Planig

Neui asätz

Aufregung, Neugierde, Herausforderung, Span-
nung, Erlebnis

wiiterentwicklig

...mit der Spitzenmedizin werden die Ansprüche 
an die Pflegenden imer höher. So wird nötig sein, 
im Beruf ständig weiter zu kommen (Weiterbil-
dungen)

eine ungewisse Zukunft

Witerbildige

neugierig

Aenderungen, Flexibilität

Flexibilität

Neugier, Diversisät

(Pflegenotstand)

Egal was kommt es wird gut. Sowieso. Und 
immer geht ne neue Tür auf irgendwo.

Unbezahlte urlaub, teilzit schaffe

Neuer GAV, Verhandlungen die sich 
zäh auswirken könnten

Ausserdem wird man immer mehr in kürzer-
er Zeit leisten müssen

Immer produktiver arbeiten heisst immer 
monotoner zu arbeiten

Überforderung
wirtschaft, Kräfte, Geiz ist Geil, Waren,

wäri zu meh bestimmt?

Unusgscöpfts Potential

unverstandensein

kreative friede

und Glück

glücklich

inneri Zfrideheit

Meine Gefühle sind Hoffnung, Liebe und Zuversicht.

Freiheit und Entspanntheit

Digitalisierung Rationalisierung Geschwindigkeit

Roboter, Automatisierig, Indien, outsourcing

angst da noch mitzukommen u den job allen-
falls zu verlieren

Gottes Stimme hören,

finanzielle Unsicherheit

Kreativität

Unabhängigkeit

Bedenke - wird die au entspächend honoriert oder gits sowas 
wie postmoderni Sklavehaltig will eifach nid all chönd Akade-
miker wärde und d Uswahl nur na zwüschet schlächt und mie 
bezahlter Arbet zur Verfüegig staht.

Erfahrig
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vielleicht Ehre? Definitiv Elitarismus

Ich werde doch noch Arbeit sonst ist mir langweilig

ehm eue ziemlech ähnlech - het halt es paar moneyjobs woni sicher nüm würd mache

Ich wür trotzdem go schaffe. Das mir susht langwillig wür werde. Aber ich wür en job mache wo puri 
liideschaft ish au wemer wenig verdient

ich ha mitlerwise öpis gfunde, woni au würd mache, wenni kei Geld würd übercho. Viellicht nöd grad 5 
Täg i de Wuche, aber ich würds so 2 Täg mindestens mache, wills mer eifach Spass macht.

us erschter hand chani säge: es fucking SUCKT wemer kei geld verdient! de druck en job z sueche 
isch riesig obwohl ich locker 20h pro wuche scho schaffe und au susch mit eigete kreative projekt 
und hobbies mini täg sehr gfüllt sind musi glich igendwie na geld inehole. das isch mega ahstren-
gend und es isch eifach keis tolls gfühl wemer jede rappe mus umdrehe, usgang skippt wils eifach 
ztür isch usw. es wür soooo viles sooooo vil eifacher mache wenn s ihkomme gsicheret wär!

min alltag wer eifach entspannter, vil 
druck wer weg wili kei sorge me het 
weg mieti und chrankekasse und ich 
het meh ruum für die arbet wo ich eh 
scho mache!

Ja eifach viel motivierter/glücklicher 
und mer wer nüm zwunge zum sache 
schaffe womer eich gar ned wett

Was andersch wer, isch wahrschind-
li dassi kei Zukunftsängst meh het. 
Das isch das womi plagt. Das het vor 
so zwei Jahr aagfange. Dasi so chli, ja 
so Zuekufntsängst ha mengisch, den 
chumi wie so Panikschüb über. So shit, 
man, was machi.

momentan bini na druf ahgwise gwüssi dienstleistige 
a privatpersone z verchaufe (lektoriere, crowdfunding 
consulting, nachhilf, fahrdienst etc) und mir wär sovil 
wohler wenni das eifach chönt gratis mache wil es sind 
meistens lüt woni kenne und mitem grundihkomme 
chönti das gratis mache!

Dann hätte ich zuhause andere Aufgaben wie bspw. 
Hausmann,  in politischen Ämtern oder in Vereinen.

und natürlich würde ich mich sozial engagieren (z.B. 
Betreuung von Menschen, Flüchtlinge, Bedürftige etc.) 

Ich würd natürlich auch immer chli Ufgabe bruche, 
viellicht würd ich au chli i de Betreuig mit alte Lüt, mit 
behinderete Lüt, chli e Freizitgstaltig mache. Aber ganz 
sicher würd ich so chli öpis sozials mache.

denn wüssti voll nid was mache wür 
vergammle, mir sind 2 wuche sho 
zviel wennd jz zb eif dihei blibsh

Aber Horror wenn man nichts mehr 
zu tun hat.

Woher kommt dann dieser Teil des 
Lebenssinns dass man da oder dort 
gebraucht wird und Sinn stiftet? 

Im Winter wärs mir vermutlich zeit-
weise langweilig 

also der Alltag ohne zu Arbeiten 
könnte mit der Zeit sehr langweilig 
werden

...dann denke ich, wäre ich viel in der Natur unterwegs - 
noch mehr und würde Freundschaften mehr pflegen.

Und ich würde etwas lernen zB. eine Sprache oder 
über den menschlichen Körper.

im allgemeine würdi halt vill meh sache mache für die 
ich jetzt zwenig ziit und/oder geld han

ich wür chli länger schlafe.... öppe bis am 8i...denn würi 
go sport mache...ahschlüssend ufgabe mache wo so 
ahstönd (poste, huushalt, rechnige,...) ih. am namittag 
vermuetlich ih irgendwelchi kürs (tanze, sprache, foto-
grafie, instrument, ect.)

ich wär ständig underwögs

So cönnt i denn die Sache “erschaffe”, wo mich erfülled 
und anderi Mensche flich was nützed.

Entweder voller sonstiger Aktivitäten wie reisen, Sport, 
gemeinnützige Verpflichtungen oder dann ins Blaue 
leben und ein völlig relaxtes leben führen. Bei uns 
Schweizern wäre wahrscheinlich ersteres der Fall

Mein Alltag wäre mehr oder weniger geregelt. Bsp 8:00 
Frühstück, vielleicht etwas Fitness, im Sommer eine 
Wanderung.

Ich würde mir im Alltag sehr viel mehr Zeit nehmen für 
meine Gesundheit (Sport, Wandern,  Velofahren) 

und ab und zu das “dolce far niente” geniessen. 

ich würde immer noch etwas bewegen, aber eher zur 
persönlichen Freude. 

ich denke, ich würde mehr Sport treiben, Reisen, Fre-
unde besuchen, Beauty gönnen (hab ja das Geld dafür), 
meine Wohnung auf Vordermann bringen und Saisonal 
einrichten.

würd ich mir würklich ganz en kreative Alltag vorstelle.

Also ich freu mich sehr uf das, einfach sein, ohne 
Druck, ich würde mir einen Hund zutun, mit meinem 
Partner die Zeit geniessen, in die Ferien gehen

entspannter, weniger Stress, mehr positive Energie

Dinge machen, die ich nie machen konnte aus zeitli-
chen Gründen

Ich würd wahrschindli na viel meh Ziit im Studio ver-
bringe und das wers allwä grundsätzlich

aber ich wür trotzdem eh art struktur welle ha, will eifach so in tag ine lebe und nüt mache isch 
für mich uf längeri sicht kei option

ich mun irgendson rhytmus ha lol

Wenn i nümme müest schaffe zum Geld verdiene wür glaub zersch mol alles us em Rueder 
laufe. Denn wött i mir en einigermasse greglete Tages oder Wucheablauf zrecht legge. 

Und i finde e Ufgabe brucht mer scho, mer cha au nöd eifah de ganz Tag dihei umelire und nüt 
mache.

Ich hätte einen Problem, ein Pensionsblues: Suche nach neuem Inhalt und neuer Tagesstruktur

Mis Ziel isch irgendwenn mal chöne so 
guet wie möglich selbstversorgerisch z 
lebe und darum würd min Alltag den 
immer na recht viel devo beinhalte wasi 
eigentlich jetzt mache.

Ich würde ersuchen selbstversorger zu 
werden. Handwerklicher sachen machen.

Ich glaub ich wür mich ufs land zrugg 
zie  und autark versueche z lebe. ich wür 
versueche sowas wie en tuschgsellschaft 
herzstelle und talent vo dene lüt wo 
denn au det werdet si z nütze. ich denke 
das isch mal sehr grob adenkt

Selber würd wohl div. finden was 
es zu tun gäbe, mir würds wohl 
nicht langweilig.
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ich glaub de mensch brucht grundzäslich 
öpis zum mache dasser immer widr 
öppis erreiche chan. Wennd nöd schaffe 
muesch aber das mit emene andere er-
strebenswerte inhalt chasch fühle erfüllts 
eim meh. Arbet macht di meiste nöd fertig 
aber dart vo arbet. Wenn du nöd ide arbet 
wertgschezt wirsch oder wenig ifluss/kon-
trolle hesch chas dich kaputt mache.

Ich glaube wir brauchen die Arbeit / diesen 
Tagesablauf / diese Strukturen

Ich glaube jedoch nicht dass es sowas jemals gibt, höchstens auf 
Kosten anderer, bzw eines anderen Teils der Welt. Ist aber wohl eine 
Frage der Verteilung, allen ginge es deutlich besser wenn die Verteilung 
und die Gier ausgeglichener wäre. Sind aber nur Utopien.

Ich hoffe, dass die sogenannten “Schmarotzer” die dies ausnutzen 
würden in der grossen Minderheit blieben.

D’Gsellschaft wür sich ufteile zwüsche Mensche, wo einersits nüme 
viel werdet tue und anderi, wo die glägeheit nutzed.

Ambitionierti wärded normal witer chrampfe für zumene höchere 
Niveau z cho und ander wärded das wenige verjuble und versuufe.

Das Paradies kommt später, hier wächst über-
all Unkraut wenn man ehrlich ist und hinsieht.

Wir wären dann Roboter, die brauchen nicht 
viel zum leben oder wir wären im Paradies

Paradiesisch. Aber wir sind seit dem Sündenfall 
dazu verdonnert zu arbeiten. 

Die Leute wären glücklicher und gesünder, weil sie ihre Talente 
mehr ausleben könnten.

denke d’gsellschaft würd sech viel meh getraue ihrne hobbys 
nachezgah.

ich glaube s wär eh extremi useforderig für d lüüt, will ja jedi 
ufgab usere eigete motivation müessti cho und s keis “müesse” 
meh wür geh

anderersiits wärs au eh chance für eh glücklicheri gsellschaft, 
will jede siine passione chönt nahgah

Ich stell mir vor Mensche wo sich selber verwürkliched und sog-
ar Sache mached, wo sie sich bimene klassische Arbeitsmodell 
nie getraut hetted. D’Rate oder d’Gfohr vo misslinge wer dur da 
vill tüfer. D’Gsellschaft wür dir da richer werde.

Da ich ein positiv denkender Mensch bin, würde ich sagen, dass 
mehr Menschen sich sozial engagieren würden. Eine wunder-
bare Vorstellung wäre, die Menschen im allgemein hätten mehr 
Zeit füreinander!

wenn so paradiesische verhältnisse herrschen würde, dass nie-
mand arbeiten würde, dann wäre es eine friedliche Gesellschaft.

Ich glaub d Gesllschaft wer sicher schöner, wenn jede chönti sin 
Alltag eigentlich selber gstalte.

Wenns alli eso hetted, ich glaub es wer eifach i eusem Lebe chli 
weniger Niid. Hmm ich müessts mer würklich namal namal 
überlegge, aber ich glaub zeme würd eus scho öpis iifalle!

mehr Aufmerksam für di chline Sache, mehr ufs Wesentliche 
fokusiert, meh Ufmerksamkeit für Beziehige

Wirtschaftlich schwirig, aber menschlich würdemer sicher günne

Ich glaub e Gsellschaft, ohni dass mir 
müessted schaffe, wer mega schwirig, 
will grad bi eus, wo so viel Druck us-
güebt wird dass du öpis machsch wo 
ja guet isch ect. würded sich mega viel 
Lüt sich selber verlüre oder für das wo 
sie eigentilch gmacht sind oder wo sie 
s Gfühl hend, sie sind gmacht defür

I glaube, Geld isch eifach ei Kom-
ponente, warum Mensche gönd go 
schaffe. Es git na viel verschiedeni 
anderi Komponente, zum Biispiel 
Status. D Lüüt würded trotzdem go 
schaffe, zwifli überhaupts nöd dra.

Also ich glaube, dass d 
Gsellschaft, es Stück wit sim-
er ja scho so wiit oder amel 
ufem Weg dezue. Uf jede Fall 
da im Weste. Sehr viel isch ja 
machinell, Roboter mached 
wahnsinnig viel Arbet für Men-
sche, viel Züg entfallt. [...] Irgen-
deinisch macht de Mensch 
wahrschindlich nur na Arbeit 
well sichs viellicht besser ver-
chauft wills de Mensch macht. 
Das sind den so neo-liberali 
Gründ, warum mer na sett go 
schaffe, will sichs halt viellicht 
chli besser verchauft.
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Ob es gut ist? Garnicht

wenn das für alle so wer dann würde die Schweiz irgendwann nicht 
mehr geben

poah viel meh kriminalität oder so will menshe zviel zit hend

uf jede fall würs nid guet usecho

Eine Gesellschaft die zu viel Zeit hat würde wohl aus Langeweile 
gefährlich, dekadent und unzufrieden.

Diä gsellshaft wür wie im alte rom langsam verblöde, verfuule und 
nurno scheiss im kopf ha

Eine Gesellschaft die nicht mehr arbeitet und Geld verdient kann in 
meinen Augen nicht funktionieren.

Gesellschaft: nicht vorstellbar. Was wenn alle ins Fitness oder eine 
Wanderung machen wollen?

Wenn es aber nicht  Paradiesisch ist, dann wären die Menschen nicht 
ausgelastet und ev doch unzufrieden. ist schwierig sich das szenario 
vorzustellen

Der Gesellschaft ginge es nicht mehr so gut, weil...WER würde dann 
arbeiten? Irgendjemand muss arbeiten...Brot backen, Gemüse anpflan-
zen, Strassen reinigen, Coiffeur, Bestatter, Wein produzieren ;-), Bank-
geschäfte, Postversand, etc Es wäre also nicht gut, wenn niemanden 
mehr arbeiten würde...

Ich ha viel Kollege wo arbeitslos sind und die gammled vor sich hi. Was 
willsch den mache, wennd kei Geld hesch? Das macht kei Sinn.

Glaube jedoch es geht nicht, wir brauchen Geld, da das Leben kostet

Würde nicht funktionieren, wenn niemand mehr arbeitet

mer het das, womer sich verdient het, darum kritisch wenn mer nöd 
schaffet

Das hat mir am Anfang den Druck 
genommen als ich mich Selbstständig 
machte. Ich fände es super, wenn jeder 
diese Voraussetzung hätte.

i glaub s’schwirigschte a dene isch 
dasmer sech selber igestoh muess 
dasmer denne selber au verzichtet. 
- i glaub das isch wie s’schwirigschte 
zum àndere. ned emmer alles grad 
jetzt chéne z’ha etc. nehme ah das 
wàr en ewige prozess um sone um-
stellig z’realisiere. klar infrastrukturell 
aber genauso ménschlech.Anderersits bin ich de meinig dass es sproblem vo junge mensche 

isch dfehler i starch verankerete traditione zgse und liechtsinig zmeine 
si chends zerstöre aber sich nöd im klare sind we komplex es isch en 
ersatz zfinde. Zum bispil het kapitalismus sehe vil schwächene aber 
wenn du historisch luegsch mit was es ersetzt worde isch bemerksch 
dassd konsequenz vil tod und lide gsi isch. In china und de soviet union 
sind vil meh mensche gstorbe wie unter Hitler

ha aber ou z’gfüehl das viel lüt so wimer erzoge si worde extrem müeh 
hätte die arbeit nüm z’ha - dä greglet alltag und vil. nid dermit würde klar-
cho. denke ou sone arbeitlosi gsellschaft muess me ir bildig druf vorbereite 
- sounds paradox haha

Für die Gesellschaft denke ich, würde die Strucktur fehlen und auch die 
Infrastruktur...

Ich ha s gfühl wenn vo hüt uf morn d arbet wür wegfalle und mir alli ei-
fach geld würed becho würs am ahfang es riesigs chaos geh will niemert 
freiwillig wür schaffe. .. aber früener oder spöter würed sich d lüüt wieder 
ufgabe ih de gsellschaft sueche. segs us langeweile, suechi nacheme sinn 
oder eifach will mer merkt, dass es gwüssi sache und brüef eifach bruucht

Ich glaub aber sehr sehr viel Mensche finded ihri Erfüllig i de Lohnarbe-
it und ich glaube, es müesst wie es gsellschaftlichs Umdenke passiere, 
damit nöd en riese Frust entstaht. Damit au s Problem vo de Arbetslosig-
keit cha begegnet werde. De Mensch will trotzdem öpis mache, weisch 
wieni mein, de wött nöd die ganz Zit uf de fuule Huut ligge. Und ich ha s 
Gfühl de Mensch wird immer schaffe, uf irgend e Art und Wiis. D Frag isch 
nur, wie sinnvoll die Arbet wird si.

...vielleicht schon - wenn man zB. die Arbeitslosen oder Menschen mit 
einer Einschränkung mit integrieren könnte...

Eine Idee wäre auch, alle sich sozial engagierten Menschen würden eine 
sogenannte Gutschrift bekommen, die sie in einer Dienstleistung einlösen 
könnten... wäre super!

Wobi i denk dases wohl glich na gwüssi vorteil sett ha, i jobs schaffe wo 
eh niemer will mache

Aber kei Ahnig, ich ha s Gfühl 
wenn das den eifach so wer, 
würds ja au eifach so funk-
tioniere!
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Since I already had background knowledge on work and automation from the 
‘Leisure Time Centre, 2037’ project I did in Hong Kong and I found the emotional 
and personal aspect attached to work interesting, I decided to go for the future of 
work as a topic. I formulated an essay to document my intentions:

DEFINING COEXISTENCE: LIFE IN THE AGE OF AUTOMATON 
‘The crucial problem isn’t creating new jobs. The crucial problem is creating new 
jobs that humans perform better than algorithms. Consequently, by 2050 a new 
class of people might emerge – the useless class. People who are not just un-
employed, but unemployable.

The same technology that renders humans useless might also make it feasible to 
feed and support the unemployable masses through some scheme of universal 
basic income. The real problem will then be to keep the masses occupied and 
content. People must engage in purposeful activities, or they go crazy. So what will 
the useless class do all day?’ -Yuval Noah Harari1

Abstract
In my bachelor thesis I want to focus on new chances we get in creating our 
coexistence in a future that with the rise of AI and automation will bring great 
changes not only in our work life.

Thesis
This is the ground on which I want to investigate, in what ways I as a designer can 
help build on the advantages and avoid the problems of an automated future.

For this I would start with a short analysis of the status quo and later draw con-
clusions from the past. Then I’d research on the future with investigating different 
case studies, essays, journals and texts from futurologists, philosophers and even 
science fiction writers on the societal changes on a micro and macro level. Here 
both sides, positive and negative outlooks, would need to be taken into account. 
From this I could conclude different problems and advantages that could possi-
bly arise in the age of automation.

From this theoretical background I would go on with the practical part. I want 
to create a service that helps our coexistence in the future and shapes a more 
peaceful, content and sustainable society.

Involvement

1 The meaning of life in a world without work; Yuval Noah Harari; 8 May 2017; https://www.theguardian.com/
technology/2017/may/08/virtual-reality-religion-robots-sapiens-book
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I would like to do my thesis on this topic because of 
my background from Hong Kong and my personal 
interest in topics such as structures of power in so-
ciety and coexistence. I see the rise of automation as 
an opportunity I want to investigate and also invest 
in, since I see a lot of opportunities but also dangers.

I hope that my approach with a service design can 
bring my thesis from theoretical to being applicable 
with useful proposals. I would use the service design 
as a think tank, as a way to communicate to people. 
Due it being easily accessible it can act as propos-
al and tool of critical design. Even though the ser-
vice is hypothetical the underlying concept and ide-
as should still be applicable and practical. I want to 
find ways of approaching the challenges automation 
brings without pure governmental actions.

Possible research questions
How will AI and automation change the way we work?

Which capitalistic values and human identification 
factors are threatened with the rise automation?

What can we learn from the industrial revolution for 
the age of automaton to come?

Which structure would be needed to prevent the 
same problems from the industrial revolution from 
occurring? What is already being done?

How can we take action without the government be-
ing involved? What could be the role of the govern-
ment?

What does the liberation from being a producer 
mean? Will it mean us becoming the ultimate con-
sumer?

What is successful coexistence?

What new values will we as a society need? Based on 
what will we judge people?

What could I as a designer contribute to create a bet-
ter coexistence in our society? 

BA THESIS CONCEPT SEMINAR
With this the BA Thesis Concept Seminar started. 
This seminar was designed for the development of a 
conceptual and practical exploration for our final BA 
thesises.

RESEARCH SUGGESTIONS

Joëlle suggested me to look into Charles Fourier’s 
’Phalanstère’ (early 19th century), a type of building 
designed for a self-contained utopian community, 

consisting of 500–2000 people working together for 
mutual benefit. Another recommendation was Henri 
de Saint-Simon (1760 - 1825), a French political and 
economic theorist whose thought played a substan-
tial role in influencing politics, economics, sociology 
and the philosophy of science. His ideology inspired 
and influenced among others utopian socialism, lib-
eral political theorist John Stuart Mill, ‘the father of 
anarchism’ Pierre-Joseph Proudhon, Karl Marx and 
Friedrich Engels. Further she suggested me to look 
into the essay ’Le Droit à la paresse’ (’The Right to be 
Lazy’) by Paul Lafargue (1800), where he heavily crit-
icised the contemporary ideas of work. He argued 
that laziness, combined with human creativity, is an 
importatnt source of human progress and that citi-
zens who give their labor for money degrades them-
self to the rank of slaves.

Antonio recommended Hans Widmer’s (P.M.) bo-
lo’bolo (1983), an anarchistic, anti-capitalistic, social 
utopian book that describes the concept of an au-
tonomous community. There is also mentioned the 
cooperative ‘Kalkbreite’. Further he mentioned his 
current reading, the novel ‘Grapes of Wrath’ (1939) by 
Steinbeck where a poor family leaves their home in 
Oklahoma during the Great Depression to find work 
in California. He also stated the point that looking at 
‘the value of work’ is more timeless and more ex-
istential than limiting myself to automation. He also 
said I shouldn’t talk about how bad the current sys-
tem is, but find ways to ‘hack’ it. Not too much talking 
about things that can not be talked about, but build 
something, that does the talking. He said that our role 
as a designer is to build / create reality. For a practical 
approach he suggested that I look at what I like to do 
and what I’m good at and then start from there.

MAKING A FIRST PRETOTYPE

I didn’t want to create something that only helped 
people who were actively looking for a change but to 
involve everyone. For this I tried to analyse different 
unconventional, mostly successful ways of coexist-
ence that exist today. I thought of cooperative living 
(Genossenschaftswohnungen), squatted areas and 
community living spaces you can see in downshift-
er-collectives. They are all local, they rely on a phys-
ical space, responsibility of everyone, a sense of un-
derstanding, common but not always fixed rules, a 
strong sense of community and an importance of 
sharing and exchange.

With these values in the back of my mind I came 
up with an idea for a skillsharing-plattform. A phys-
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ical space in the neighbourhood in which courses 
can be organised. People living in this area would get 
informed about the space and be given a brief intro-
duction on how the platform works. They could then 
sign up and fill in their interests and skills. Now they 
could either sign up for a course organised by anoth-
er neighbour or set one up themselves. The platform 
manages the timing for the different courses and 
interest-groups. During the course people could ex-
change knowledge and find likeminded people who 
live nearby.

The space itself would be managed by volunteers 
from the neighbourhood who would also organise 
general events for everyone to attend to also break 
up the boundaries of the courses, where only people 
with the same interests meet up.

This all creates a positive circle of getting to know 
people around you, an exchange of knowledge, a 
base for friendship evoked by similar interests and 
through all of this a greater sense of caring and em-
pathy for people in their immediate environment. 
Hopefully this learning to understand one another 
could also be applied to a greater scale.

RECONSIDERATION

I realised that my pretotype went into a different di-
rection that I actually wanted to go. After talking to 
some classmates and one of our lecturers, Dr Björn 
Franke, I realised I had to take a step back and rede-
fine my statement and what I wanted to do. On top 
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of that he proposed to me to not look at it too systemically, technical and struc-
tured, because the world isn’t like that as well. The world is made out of people 
with absurd ideas. He suggested to me going out and talking to different people. 
When I write about that person working at the cashier being replaced, I should go 
there, look at the scene and talk to the people involved.

First I redefined my statement:

I want to focus on the significance of how we perceive work, and how these val-
ues shape society.

Now that automation is challenging the known structures of ‘work’, what kind of 
fears are evoked? What do the attachments we hold to the current concept of 
work, tell us about our values?

In designing services for different futuristic scenarios of work I want to reflect on 
how the notion of ‘work’ shapes our coexistence. I want to use design not to offer 
concrete solutions to a problem, but to investigate it. The practical result of my 
work should evoke a discussion.

POSITIONING MYSELF

Next to the practical research we also had the task to position our work. Part of 
this position I’ve already mentioned in my updated statement.

I want to use design not to offer concrete solutions to a problem, but to investi-
gate it. The practical result of my work should evoke a discussion.

For me the object or service that will come out of the process is not the point. The 
importance is the story it tells. Design not to solve a problem, but as a medium 
to reflect on my topic both for me during the process as well as the person inter-
acting with it in the end. Critical design raises, contrary to affirmative design, more 
questions than it solves. Because it’s design, people picture themselves actually 
using the object or service and have therefore a closer and more personal con-
nection than in other more abstract forms of interventions. The fact, that a design 
object could actually be manufactured or a service implemented gives a sense 
of uncanniness and personal connection.

FIELD RESEARCH

I realised that focusing too much on the end-product got me stuck in trying to 
come up with an idea. I wanted to take a different approach and get to the idea 
through research. But to also not get lost in theory I prepared some questions for 
a field research on the values of work.

On this day and over the course of the weekend I talked to different people I en-
countered and gathered information.

This are values of work I gathered:

 - identity
 - prestige
 - chance
 - atmosphere
 - money
 - ethic
 - purpose
 - altruism
 - existence

The reasons people would prefer…

…machines:

 - efficiency
 - pragmatic
 - mood
 - ideology
 - precision
 - misanthrope

 - destiny
 - duty
 - task
 - goal
 - expectation from 

others
 - experience
 - sanctification
 - power

 - aspiration
 - standart
 - social
 - routine
 - determination
 - sense
 - security
 - value
 - social contact

After this practical part I had a much better under-
standing of people and their relationship with work. 
The next step would be how these values shape so-
ciety. I found it very hard to translate this informa-
tion now to coexistence. So I decided to map the 
information onto people quite literally - I tried to boil 
down something that is important to people to one 
job that could potentially exist in the future.

The socialiser
The purpose of this job is solely human contact. This 
person would work in supermarkets, self driving bus-
es or in elderly homes. They would say their phrases 
and have meaningless small talk with people.

The enthusiast
The idea of the enthusiast is to tell stories and be 
passionate. They would stand next to machines that 
prepare coffee or make wine or do any other activity 
that involve rather emotional products. All they would 
do is tell people how the machines goes about its 
work and how perfect it does it.

The validator
This person would assure people of the results that 
machines provide. Machines that would replace spe-
cialists like doctors or pilots would be accompanied 
by a validator who would try to get people to trust in 
said technology.

The sanctifier
The job of a sanctifier would be to calm people work-
ing in these new jobs. They would assure them that 
what they are doing is actually the best they can do 
for society. That with them a highly automated future 
is still ethical and effectively altruistic.

…a person:

 - interaction / human 
contact

 - mood
 - sympathy
 - mistrust / fear of 

technology
 - experience of a per-

son
 - personality
 - fundamentalism
 - passion / story
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Affective Labour / Emotional Labour
I did some research on the topic of affective / emotional labour:

‘Emotional labour is the process of managing feelings and expressions to fulfil the 
emotional requirements of a job. More specifically, workers are expected to regu-
late their emotions during interactions with customers, co-workers and superiors. 
This includes analysis and decision making in terms of the expression of emotion, 
whether actually felt or not, as well as its opposite: the suppression of emotions 
that are felt but not expressed.’2

‘Roughly one-third of American men and one-half of American women hold jobs 
that call for substantial emotional labour. In many of these jobs, they are trained 
to accept feeling rules and techniques of emotion management that serve the 
company’s commercial purpose.

Just as we have seldom recognized or understood emotional lobar, we have not 
appreciated its cost to those who do it for a living. Like a physical labourer who 
becomes estranged from what he or she makes, an emotional labourer, such 
as a flight attendant, can become estranged not only from her own expressions 
of feeling (her smile is not “her” smile), but also from what she actually feels 
(her managed friendliness). This estrangement, though a valuable defence against 
stress, is also an important occupational hazard, because it is through our feelings 
that we are connected with those around us.’3

It was interesting to put a name to this phenomenon, that I talked about with a 
friend as well. He stopped going to a person to check out at the supermarket 
when they started using phrases like “Do you have a Supercard / Cumulus-card?”, 
because it broke that idea of natural interaction. The person became a part of the 
company. Before it was more human to human interaction with just a person 
that happened to work there, now the person was an extension of the company. 
I thought that was a very interesting observation. How this alienates us from each 
other and turns us against one another. Emotional exploitation occurs when an 
illusion of normalcy is held up. The worker has to put up a sociable pretence to 1. 
satisfy the consumer, 2. maintain a ‘brand image’ and is also driven by the 3. fear 
of being replaced by someone else.

For me this proofs that the check-out person is effectively doing a job that could 
be automated. It artificially holds up certain values of work without actually ful-
filling them. Wouldn’t these kinds of reason justifie automation and should also 
nullify many fears and also appease those who would air fears about ‘values’? 
Automation not to loose human contact, but to destroy the superficial and ex-
ploidatory nature of emotional labour?

I especially find the maintenance of a brand image concerning. Work is no longer 
just work, you are expected to embody the companies morals and become an 
‘ambassador’. ‘To work’ becomes not only a part of your life but of yourself.

IS IT REALLY ABOUT AUTOMATION?

The critique of watering down my statement on work with taking automation into 
it account as well bothered me. Does it help to get my point across, or will people 
get tied up on their relationship with technology? Or is the stand I actually want to 
make on the betterment of the quality of our life through automation?

2 Affective labor; status: 17 Jan 2018; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Affective_labor
3 The Managed Heart; Arlie Russell Hochschild; 2012

I see the problem of affective / emotional labour as 
a strong argument in favour of bringing in automa-
tion for certain industries, especially retail and jobs 
that can be regarded as menial. If the said interac-
tion can be argued as not only illusory, largely far-
cical and in actuality, pretty dehumanising for the 
employee, I think I’ve got a pretty strong case not 
only on what work does to people but also how 
automation could better the situation.

Do I want to make an argument for automation on 
how pivotal a role it can play in society, far beyond 
its more obvious functional purpose? Is it about 
proposing a technological solutions to socially con-
structed problems? By talking about automation 
as a possible solution I could highlight the absurd-
ity that comes with certain aspects of work today.

On the other hand even in the conversations that 
I had it frequently ended up being a discussion on 
the difference between humans and technology. 
Even though I want to use technology as a tool, as 
a way for people to think about the topic, the con-
notation to the fundamentalistic question of what 
it means to be human might be too strong.

ASKING QUESTIONS

The key-questions are probably: Why do we work? 
What does it mean to work? 

With this, other questions that would arise are: With 
a changing notion of work, will these values be-
come redundant? How will people attain a sense 
of fulfilment? Are the values mentioned innate hu-
man desires / traits or learned conditions? What 
values would a new generation, born into a highly 
automated world regard as important?

When talking about work, automation could play 
into it as a) a solution I bring into it afterwards or 
b) as a way of investigating the topic or still c) not 
at all.

Maybe defining what work is, then mapping out 
those list of values could be a good start. This 
would allow me to expand on both of the main 
questions.

I could touch on a few historical and philosophical 
interpretations of work like ‘The Right to be Lazy’. 
After which, I could look at work in the present and 
how it has changed enormously from the past 
(more labour intensive to service industry jobs, 
lifetime vocation to short term, part time and zero 
contract hour jobs).
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What does this mean in terms of the changing values 
of work? What benefits has modern work brought to 
people (safety, less labour intensive) and what prob-
lems has this brought upon us (pointless/menial la-
bour, emotional labour etc.)? Now, how does auto-
mation fit into this? How can it change our perception 
of work? What problems could it pose and what po-
tential benefits could it bring?

Based on this written narrative I came up with a 
structure for my thesis.

Automation provides both a potentially radical solu-
tion to a lot of the ills of modern work, but then the 
main problem is the economy. How will it adapt? Will 
it adapt? How will it function if a significant proportion 
of work becomes automated? Will wide scale auto-
mation be suppressed in order to maintain the status 
quo? Do I even have to address this topic?

KILL YOUR DARLINGS

I looked over my reflection on automation again and 
after finding so many arguments for taking automa-
tion into account and seeing how many points would 
be occupied by this topic in my structure I decided 
to cross it out. I am still convinced that it would be 
a highly interesting topic on itself, but I felt like it took 
too much of the attention away.

This decision soon prove to be the right one for as 
I started to come up with ideas of practical imple-
mentations of my thesis.

PRACTICAL APPROACH

I liked the approach of my new job creations with 
isolating certain aspects and taking it to the absurd. It 
reminded me of a text I read in the last days on the 
use of the carnivalesque in political practice.4

Why not take aspects of work and replace it with a 
machine? People would become temporary cyborgs 
during their work. I would want to make the people 
think of themselves working with this extension and 
what it would do to them.

A first idea was the a mouthpiece that you could 
wear and that did all the smiling and talking for you. It 
would highlight the absurdity of emotional work that 
is expected from employees. But at the same time it 
could probably lead to the same problem that peo-

4 Spektakel, Lustprinzip oder das Karnevaleske? : ein Reader über 
Möglichkeiten, Differenzerfahrungen und Strategien des Karnevale-
sken in kultureller/politischer Praxis; Sønke Gau, Katharina Schlieb-
en; 2008 A 
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ple imagine interacting with someone who wears the 
object rather than using it themselves.

For the research I was still unsure on how to approach 
it, since I felt like it was always on the pseudo-aca-
demic side. What does it mean to make research as 
a designer?

CONCLUDING THE CONCEPT SEMINAR

I went over my old statement and edited it:

I want to focus on the significance of how we per-
ceive work, and how these values shape society. Now 
that automation is challenging the known structures 
of ‘work’, what kind of fears are evoked? What do the 
attachments we hold to the current concept of work, 
tell us about our values?

I realised I needed to clear the term ‘work’ and ‘so-
ciety’ some more. What work am I talking about and 
where exactly? What part of society?  So I formulated 
another statement, that made it more clear:

I want to focus on the significance of how we, in the 
creative industry, perceive work, what ‘to work’ means 
for us and how the values of work shape our identity.

For the practical part I wanted to create extensions 
of the body that could be worn during work and that 
take over one aspect of work. This would make you 
rethink what the absence of that aspect or the value 
of it means. With it I would want to start a discus-
sion and show alternate realities. To make more clear 
what I meant, I came up with a quick prototype of a 
mouth on a screen, that could be worn during work 
and that would take over the talking and smiling. This 
object could for instance discuss the topic of emo-
tional labour and our replaceability in working culture.

Further I worked out how I wanted to go on with the 
thesis:
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Since I planned to visualise the data I get from my research, I had a look into data 
visualisation:

I looked at the project ‘Dear Data’ from Giorgia Lupi and Stefanie Posavec. ‘Dear 
Data’ is a collection of data from everyday life. The two information designers 
send each other postcards with hand drawn visualisations of the data.1 I like the 
playfulness of the postcards and how the data suddenly gets accessible when 
displayed like this.

Edward Tufte is a pioneer in data visualisation. From him stems the word ‘chart-
junk’, which describes non-informative and therefore useless elements in infor-
mation displays. A further key concept is described by the term ‘data-ink ratio’. 
With it, he criticises the excessive use of decoration in informational graphics. His 
ideal illustration displays all of the data and, when closely examined, every data 
point has a value. But at the same time the illustration should show more general 
patterns and trends.2

During the field trip to Berlin I went to the exhibition ‘Why Are You Creative?’ at the 
museum of communication.  The exhibition contains a collection of the answers 
that Herman Vaske got, when asking this question to different artist and stars. 
Quentin Tarantino sees creativity as a gift from god, writer Günter Grass says he 
has to and actor and musician Milla Jovovich argues her creativity with being 
hungry. I found the exhibition to be an interesting introduction and overview of the 
drive behind working in the creative field.3

To get a clearer picture of what the ‘creative industry’ really is, I got a few books 
and wrote down key sentences that I’ve found. With all of this research I real-
ised that I was focusing way too much on the creative industry part and that I’ve 

1 Dear Data; 1. September 2016; Stefanie Posavec, Giorgia Lupi
2 Edward Tufte; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Tufte
3 Pressinformation ‘WHY ARE YOU CREATIVE?’; 12. January 2018; http://www.mfk-berlin.de/wp-content/up-

loads/04_2018-WHY-ARE-YOU-CREATIVE.pdf Ex
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lost my focus on work. I decided that it’s okay to stay vague with the term work 
and through this discuss more general and wider questions. So I decided to cross 
out the ‘creative industry’ part and focus on work in general.

With this I started my research into work more general. I took the advise from 
Antonio by heart and started with an observation of myself and my relation to 
work. I tried to summarise some of my most important thoughts, concerns and 
contradictions that I saw in my thesis under ‘Addition to ‘...so, why do I work?’’ in 
the appendix’. Afterwards I started to prepare questions that interest me and that 
I could possibly ask participants in a field research. With this in mind I did my 
self-observation, that can be read under chapter two in ‘...so, why do I work?’. I 
described my work, the conditions, asked myself which tasks I liked and which I 
don’t and what my benefits were. This observation helped me to formulate the 
questions for the WhatsApp research later in my thesis and also let me reflect on 
my relationship to work more critical.

While reading up on Karl Marx’s ‘Das Kapital’ and the Situationist International I 
also did more research for the practical part.. My thoughts on Dominic Wilcox, 
Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby, Noam Toran, Charlie Chaplin’s ‘Modern Times’, 
Jacques Tati’s ‘Playtime’ and the works of Delphine Reist can be read in my thesis, 
chapter three, under ’Design as a critique or to speculate, maybe even dream’ and 
the following two paragraphs.

I also like the work of Barbara Kruger, who is a conceptual artist that mostly works 
with collages. She overlays black and white photos with white on red text. Through 
directly using pronouns such as ‘you’ and ‘we’ she addresses the audience and 
talks about identity, sexuality and constructs of power.4 I like the direct and pro-
vocative tone in her work as well as the bold visual aesthetic.

4 Barbara Kruger, American Designer, Graphic Artist, and Photographer: http://www.theartstory.org/art-
ist-kruger-barbara.htm(F
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My experimenting phase is a crucial part of the prac-
tical phase. Initially I wanted to go for nice products 
that are well made and designed. But I quickly re-
alised that it didn’t fit the subject nor was there any 
added value in focusing too much on the appear-
ance. I went for quick and dirty prototyping. This 
rough working method allowed me to conduct many 
experiments and investigate the emotional aspect 
rather than the exact form and visual aesthetic. Many 
of my experiments are self-experiments. It fits the 
thesis well, since the whole topic is very personal and 
it’s about my own exploration in the topic of work.
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THE TALKING DEVICE
I have already quickly written about my experiment with the mouthpiece in chap-
ter one. The idea was to talk about emotional labour. Also during work at Kauz I 
was thinking about how monotone my phrases were and that most of what I said 
was completely automated. Also I liked the idea that the output of someones 
work is represented in the form of the screen. It looks like it’s only about the out-
put and the person behind it is completely replaceable.

I collected some pictures as examples of situations at work where people are 
expected to act in a certain way. People working in the service industry are an 
easy example. Also talking to co-workers or a superior can make us hide our true 
emotions and put up an act, since we might depend on the job. There are also 
countless stock-images with people holding smiles in front of their faces. These 
are looked at as positive, as the goal of having your employees always look friend-
ly and nice, even if they might not feel that way.
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WHAT CAN BLANKETS DO?
From there I wanted to do more research into how 
working can make us feel. During my WhatsApp re-
search I heard many stories of overtaxation, stress 
and burnouts at work. I asked myself what kinds of 
situations could make people feel comfortable and 
the image of a blanket came to my mind. Hiding un-
derneath a blanket as a child, being covered by some-
one, the blanket as a symbol for resting, comfort and 
safety. Cuddling up with a blanket either alone or with 
a loved one is definitely a common image. Blankets 
for me also have a strong connection to childhood - 
either being tucked under a blanket by my parents or 
being greeted with a towel after a bath. There’s the ex-
pression ‘Nuscheli’ in Swiss German, which describes 
a small cloth that babies get. Building fortresses out 
of blanket is another childhood related link to blan-
kets. I also came across an image of a star hiding 
underneath a blanket from paparazzis, so a blanket 
to create a safe space and anonymity is also an in-
teresting aspect. In emergencies space blankets are 
used to keep patients warm. A fire blanket is an ex-
ample where the blanket is being used to contain or 
remove something harmful. Ex
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I found the covering myself to hide or to create a safe space quite interesting 
and made a few tests with different blankets to see how they feel like. I found 
that a soft big scarf I had at home worked quite nicely, because of the texture 
and the weight. It wasn’t too heavy nor too light. But only with the blanket I felt 
as if something was missing. I added an eye-mask with softly pulsing LEDs and 
headphones playing a soft heartbeat or ocean waves to it. I filmed myself using 
the kit in an office situation. The objects could serve as a kit that gives the user the 
opportunity to take a short break.
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The aspect of a blanket containing something harmful as another aspect I found 
interesting. I was discussing the laptop as a symbol for modern work with a friend. 
We found it interesting how especially in office work the same laptop is both used 
for work and leisure time. It’s a symbol for how the border between the two states 
becomes more and more unclear. I often find myself checking work related mails 
during the evening or having the temptation to message friends during work. I find 
this quite frustrating, because I feel like I’m never being fully aware in what I’m 
doing and always in between. We also discussed how this frustration sometimes 
takes over and we just want to get away from our laptops and phones. This is 
where I got the idea for an object in the aesthetic of a fire blanket. But instead of 
covering a fire you can cover your laptop and phone and instead of containing fire, 
it blocks signal. So once the blanket is thrown over the devices, no more emails, 
text messages, etc. can be received or send.

I found the ‘Kill your phone’ project by Aram Bartholl which has a lot of similarities. 
He gave a workshop where people made a phone pouch out of signal blocking 
material. His idea behind it was to protect people’s privacy and open up a discus-
sion on surveillance.1

A further iteration of this project could have been a box where you can lay, stand 
or sit inside that is also made out of signal blocking material.

1 killyourphone.com ; Aram Bartholl; 2014; https://arambartholl.com/killyourphone/
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UNIFORMS FOR STABILITY
Thinking about the mixing of work and leisure time I 
came up with the idea for a stampcard for un- and 
selfemployed people. It works just like a normal 
stamp card, where you stamp in and out of work. It 
could help to differentiate work and leisure and give 
a clearer structure. The stamping could serve as a 
tool to learn how to make a clearer seperation. I often 
get the feeling of being unproductive even though I’ve 
spent all day at the computer. Seeing the time where 
you worked or looked for jobs in case of unemploy-
ment could also serve as a motivation.

I continued with the train of thought and came across 
uniforms. A lot of participants from the WhatsApp re-
search stated ‘identification’ as something they gain 
from work. So why not create a uniform for un- or 
selfemployed? It would have to be something like a 
kit, where people can choose how they want to look 
or what purpose their uniform should serve. For one 
putting on a uniform is a clear statement for being in 
work mode and helps again with the differentiation to 
leisure time. Also it could help with the motivation. If 
someone feels like what they do has the importance 
of a high-ranking pilot or if they aspire to become one, 
why not dress like one? I did some research on uni-
forms and found three main categories: Uniforms as 
a way of uniting a group and having a feeling of unity. 
The second aspect is the sense of professionalism 
and unification it gives off to others. Last but not least 
there is also often a practical reasons, where uni-
forms serve as a tool and provide safety. A uniform 
can fall into more than one categorie.

There were more quick and not developed ideas: A 
jacket that starts massaging you after you have com-
pleted a task to underline that sense of achievement 
or verification. To achieve that effect there could also 
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be a puppet of a boss that self-employed people could talk to or that would serve 
as a manifestation of what needs to be done in reading emails by clients or to-
do’s out loud. To get a sense of fulfilment after having completed a task a working 
tool like the suitcase, pen or the watch could get lighter with each crossed off to-
do. A dice set could be another iteration of showcasing how monotone language 
at work can be. You can choose the direction of what you want to say, agreement, 
motivation, critique, acceptance and so on and then roll the dice to get a catch-
phrase like ‘asap’, ‘good input’, ‘it’s on my radar’, ‘thanks for visiting us today’, ‘win-
win’, ‘there is no I in team’ and so on.2 3

A FEELING OF TIME
Further I did a self-experiment where I covered the clock on my laptop and phone 
for a day, so it would only display the seconds. How does it feel not to know how 
long a task takes or how much time has passed? It felt very uncomfortable not 
to know the exact time and I found myself getting more nervous each time I 
checked. Only seeing the seconds made it worse, because I kept trying to figure 
out how many minutes might have passed. Time seems to be an important indi-
cator of being productive for me. I often set my goals related to time when trying 
to get things done efficiently. A variation of this object could be a counter that 
goes up every time I look at the clock. On the first view, a clock with only seconds 
is definitely not a helpful object. But it made me rethink the importance of time 
during working for me. Does it really matter how fast I get something done? Is the 

2 Please Stop Saying These 25 Ridiculous Phrases At Work; Travis Bradberry; 28. July 2015; https://www.
forbes.com/sites/travisbradberry/2015/07/28/please-stop-saying-these-25-ridiculous-phrases-at-work

3 10 Stupid Phrases the Worst Bosses Love to Use; Jeff Haden; 6. Juli 2015; https://www.inc.com/jeff-ha-
den/10-stupid-phrases-the-worst-bosses-love-to-use.html
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feeling of achievement when I complete a task in time overweighting the frustra-
tion when I miscalculate?

A further tool for frustration could be a display that shows you, how much you 
could earn in another job that is either similar or that you have also considered in 
the past. Another idea in this direction is a display that shows you how much time 
it would approximately take you to find a new job in the same field.

BEING MORE SERIOUS OR MAYBE NOT
I realised that all of my objects and tests had an overly ironic tone. Was my path 
too artificial until now? How can I make a more sustainable change? And what 
does sustainability even mean in this context? I find it hard to talk about creating 
a lasting and true change when in my eyes the whole system that is builds on 
progress and capitalism is flawed. It’s like making the workspace look nicer, give 
free lunch to workers and have meditation sessions, but only for them to be more 
productive in the end. I tried to remember what helped me to build a healthier 
relationship with work and ironically when I was most stressed I also meditated 
the most, eat the healthiest and focused the hardest on ‘work-life-balance’. What 
really helped me in the end was a change of my attitude or view on work. I don’t 
take it as serious anymore. That doesn’t mean I do sloppy work, I just keep more 
distance now. If something doesn’t go perfect at work, I try not to take it person-
ally. My self-esteem is not depended on my work performance.

During my research on reddit I came across that subreddit where working was 
compared to being in an abusive relationship. I did some research into how peo-
ple get out of abusive relationships and found a reoccurring pattern: First it is 
suggested to reach out for help. Talk to someone else, probably even a profes-
sional. Afterwards it is time to create an escape plan. And finally it’s important to 
understanding your legal rights and position. It looks like realising that you need to 
make a change as well as then having support is key.4 5 6 7 8

I was trying to figure out a way how to use this knowledge for an unhealthy work-
ing situation. I wanted to create interventions that disrupted the daily work flow 
and make you aware of your relationship with work.

The idea was to have different triggers like work related meetings in your calendar 
after 7 pm, having a certain amount of unread mails or an actual panic button 

4 How to Run From an Abusive Home As a Teenager; 2017; https://www.wikihow.com/Run-From-an-Abu-
sive-Home-As-a-Teenager

5 How to Run Away from an Abusive Home; 2017; https://www.wikihow.com/Run-Away-from-an-Abusive-
Home

6 How can I get out of my emotionally abusive family and not hurt them while doing so?; Jaeden Genesee; 
20 Jun 2016; https://www.quora.com/How-can-I-get-out-of-my-emotionally-abusive-family-and-not-
hurt-them-while-doing-so

7 What can I do if I’m trapped in an emotionally abusive home?; status Feb 2018; https://www.7cups.com/
qa-family-stress-23/what-can-i-do-if-im-trapped-in-an-emotionally-abusive-home-2668/

8 Leaving an abusive home; status Jan 2018; http://emotionalabuseawareness.tumblr.com/
post/101803771347/leaving-an-abusive-home

under your table that you can press. This would then trigger some sort of treat-
ment. That could be a job coach where you try to work out your relationship to 
work and whether or not it’s still healthy. If not, they could help you find a new job 
or make you take actions towards betterment. Meet ups with people in the same 
situation could go into a similar direction as the job coach. It could be helpful to 
talk to someone with the same experience, to learn from or see yourself in them. 
Another approach could be a messenger-app that opens only when triggered 
where you can chat with like-minded people or a job coach.

I was happy with the idea of going into a direction focusing more on creating a 
change, but didn’t like my ideas very much. They still seemed too artificial some-
how. I decided to keep the intervention part but make it more playful. So the 
goal was to find ideas that interrupt someone’s daily workflow and  force them 
to rethink their connection to work. But somehow for me they would have to be 
humours in order to have an impact. If it can make someone smile, half of the 
goal is already achieved - not taking work too serious. I decided to focus on office 
work, since that’s where I’m coming from and interrupting the work of saying a 
surgeon doesn’t seem like a good idea.

The basic idea is that all of these objects would get triggered by something. This 
could be having to many unread mails, too many appointments, the pulse indi-
cating stress or just having worked for too long.

The first idea was a chair that would start to spin, first slowly and then faster and 
faster. This would make it impossible to work after a while. Another approach 
would be glasses that slowly go from see-through to displaying a beach or some-
thing in that direction. I had several iteration of the idea that things simply start to 
expand. The pen would suddenly become so big that it’s no longer usable, gloves 
doing the same, and maybe even the whole ground where the laptop stands on 
could start to move. I like the idea of something approaching slowly, where you 
know you only have a certain time left to work. I came up with the idea of a ma-
chine that pours slime over your laptop. You can see how it’s slowly starting to 
move and finally dripping onto the keyboard.

I liked this new approach of anti-work or unproductivity tools, but felt as if without 
my older experiments a part of the process would be missing. I decided to take 
them into the selection for the final pieces as well. I was still set on having three 
objects for the final exhibition: The talking device that describes how work treats 
us, the emergency blanket that shows how it makes us feel and one of the unpro-
ductivity tools. After talking to my mentors I realised that with a selection of only 
three objects the whole process and experimentation phase would be missing. I 
decided to go for videos showcasing all the different objects and experiments in 
action.

My first approach was to imitate a scientific environment with a white, clean space 
where I try out the objects. I would introduce each experiment with a screen that 
had a number and what has been used to create the object.               
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When showing the video to my mentors and friends 
I got the feedback that it might be unclear that it’s 
about work. Especially the video where my gloves 
blow up, there I tried to imitate the work of a gardener, 
but because the surrounding is so different, it looks 
like a leisure time activity. My mentors suggested me 
to film in a real office. I saw their point, but wasn’t sure 
about the look - I somehow wanted to have a unique 
style, where the video would underline the concep-
tual form of the experiments. I talked to my flatmate 
who is studying film and he encouraged me to do it 
my way, but focus on displaying only one place. So I 
decided to imitate an office and apply all the objects 
to working in an office.

During all the experiments I uploaded parts of the 
process to Instagram, to get people’s reaction. I got 
messages telling me how relatable people found my 
experiments and someone even wanted to know, 
if that emergency blanket will be available at some 
point. The feedback also didn’t only stay online: When 
meeting people these videos were a common topic 
of discussion; they were interested in the background 
of the experiments and the topic itself. Like I antic-
ipated, the videos worked as a conversation starter 
and I had many interesting discussions on the topic 
of work.
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IT’S ALREADY TIME TO THINK ABOUT THE EXHIBITION

As for the exhibition design, I intentionally wanted to display my three objects on 
sockets with a flag in the background (image 1). When I decided to do a video, 
I came up with two new ideas of having the video and still displaying all of the 
objects (image 2). The objects would be labelled with the same number that is 
displayed in the video before each experiment, so there would be a bit of a mu-
seums aesthetic. A variation to just showing the video would be to split the video 
into multiple clips and let them all play at roughly the same time, with a link to 
each object (image 3). I ended up going for the variation that displays the video in 
full length, but adjusted the objects so they would be in front on a low pillar.

I like the flag as a strong symbol for unification. Flags are being used to represent 
countries as well as organisations and ideologies. It has a revolutionary as well as 
a conservative aesthetic depending on how you look at it.
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We were asked to take a picture for the brochure representing our work and write 
a short text as well. My first idea was to just take a picture of one of the experi-
ments, so I photographed myself throwing the emergency blanket over the lap-
top. I found this to be a bit too easy, so I thought more about what I want to say 
with my thesis or what I found out. The fact that our relationship to work is often 
very biased is for me an interesting aspect. I took a picture of me falling asleep 
on my laptop - this image has two sides: On one hand falling asleep out of ex-
haustion and being over-worked but on the other hand laying my head onto the 
keyboard has something intimate. It shows the contradictory relationship to my 
laptop as a symbol of work.

I still felt as if there was something missing, so I thought of symbols representing 
work. I like the semiotic of a hammer, representing work, workers, the working 
class but also revolution and power. I decided to take a picture of myself sawing 
the hammer apart. I like the irony, using work to destroy a symbol of work. For me 
the image is a nice representation of how we keep on working for progress that 
we think will make life easier one day. It’s what Bob Black talked about in his essay 
‘The abolition of work’: Everyone is talking about work, but no one is questioning 
working itself. To give the image a more surreal aesthetic I added a negative shad-
ow and played around with the saturation and levels. It should look a bit off, a bit 
artificial, made-up, like our concept of work in my eyes is.
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A VIDEO IT SHALL BE

LOOKING FOR INSPIRATION

I searched for some inspiration for the video and 
found the YouTube channel of the clothing brand 
‘Monki’. One of the videos was titled ‘The Hug Trench’ 
and it’s about creating the perfect trenchcoat for 
hugging. The setting looks like a lab and before each 
testing for a new feature they display a titel like ‘#1 
hand position’. The base of the video is always the 
same view of a table, but they cut close-ups of the 
tests in between. The perfect hug coat was shown 
with arrows pointing at the features as well as with 
a caption in the aesthetic of an infomercial.1 Anoth-
er video that I like on that channel was ‘Monki Cares 
1-800-LAZY-ECO’. I enjoy the use of big fonts, unusual 
camera-positions and colours.2 3

1 The Hug Trench; 10.04.2018; https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=utQfUOgfeq4

2 Monki Cares 1-800-LAZY-ECO (Russian subtitles); Daniel Eskils; 
25.04.2017; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jMEE-5gRMc

3 Daniel Eskils; http://www.eskils.com/portfolio (le
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I have been a fan of Jimmy Marble’s aesthetic for 
a while. The photographer and filmmarker also di-
rected the video ‘Poor Cherries’ (2018). Two women 
describe things they pity and they don’t distinction 
between an arguing couple or the sound of rubbing 
eggs together. I think the video is wonderfully absurd 
and surreal. The filmmaker himself explains how he 
‘used strong visuals to play with emotions in an un-
conscious way. Like music, it is impressionistic, in that 
you’re trying to create more of a mood than a sto-
ry’.4 He was inspired by Věra Chytilová’s Daisies from 
1966. Another example of a surrealistic movie. I also 
really like how she uses sound - it’s always compar-
atively too loud and very clear.5 Further I looked into 
‘Crème Caramel’ directed by Daniel Fernández Abelló 
in 2014. Again there’s the use of strong soundeffects 
and weird shots.6

4 Poor Cherries - NOWNESS; Jimmy Marble; Jan 2018; https://vimeo.
com/251307915

5 Daisies; Věra Chytilová; 1966
6 Crème Caramel; Daniel Fernández Abelló; 2014; https://vimeo.

com/97269114(p
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LA NOUVELLE VAGUE

For my video I wanted to go into the direction of ‘la 
nouvelle vague’. La nouvelle vague or the French new 
wave was a very influential film style that emerged in 
the late 50s. Members found movies felt stale due 
to lack of innovation in the industry. They wanted to 
create a new, personal kind of cinema. They want-
ed their films to reflect the way they see the world 
and have a new and personal language. They didn’t 
want to be different for the sake of it, but break the 
rules and show that it could be done differently. How 
they filmed and edited movies was against continu-
ity, they made the editing visible and wanted it to be 
noticed. A famous example is the conversation in 
Jean-Luc Godard’s ‘À bout de souffle’ (1960) where 
he makes extreme use of jumpcuts. The audience 
should be aware that they are watching a movie. The 
forth wall is often being broken and in ‘Tirez sur le pia-
niste’ by François Truffaut the protagonist even made 
a comment on how the actress should be acting in 
a movie.7 They radically cut out things that they felt 
were not important which increased the pace of the 
movie. Their camera movement was also an impor-
tant form of expression. When they wanted to show 
something important to the audience, they simply al-
tered the frame itself, showed multiple shots of the 
same thing at the same time or freezed a frame for 
a few seconds.8

I think taking inspiration from this area is quite fitting 
for my topic, since I want people to rethink how they 
think about work just like they wanted people to re-
think movies. La nouvelle vague has a very playful 
aesthetic and something ironic to it, which is some-
thing I also want to achieve with my experiments.

7 Tirez sur le pianiste; François Truffaut; 1960
8 Breaking The Rules - The French New Wave; Lewis Bond; 

28.05.2015 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0R7R0JHvvgo An
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FILMING AND EDITING

For the set of the video I decided to not use a real office but to build a space 
myself. I got a classroom at ZHdK and build an office into one corner. All of the 
office material was functional but the decorations like plants and framed pictures 
I built out of cardboard to get an artificial or surreal feeling. I got a friend to help me 
shoot the video and it took us much longer than expected. Just trying out differ-
ent set ups and camera settings took us the whole morning, even-though we did 
all the build up the evening before. In retro-perspective I would definitely plan two 
days for this. For each of the eleven objects we took a wide shot from the same 
angle, a few detail shots and a infomercial-looking shot of me presenting the ob-
ject. At that point I wasn’t yet sure whether or not I wanted to use all of them. But 
I wanted to have footage for everything so I could decide based on how well my 
intention transfers to the viewer when seeing it on screen.

For the editing I wanted to have a playful and experimental approach with meth-
odes described in ‘La Nouvelle Vague’.
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The talking device deals with alienation, putting on an act and emotional labour.

WHAT WORK CAN FEEL LIKE

The story has a progression, so the first three objects tell stories of what work 
does to us.
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A variation of the first object is with a selfie-stick, where I no longer hold the fake 
mouth, but hand the power to do so to an unknown person. This person grabs it 
and holds it in front of my mouth for me.
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The clock displaying only seconds builds upon this self-experiment of how I per-
ceive and place such a significance upon time. It also reiterates the role it plays in 
regards to my temporary sense of achievement, short-term feelings of gratifica-
tion or of anxiety and frustration.
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The emergency blanket is both a practical and symbolic response to the increas-
ingly prevalent issue of stress in the workplace. The blanket cuts off any signals 
to devices, therefore temporarily blocking any new messages or mail from being 
received.

HOW IT MAKES US WANT TO REACT

The next three objects talk about how we react or want to react to unhealthy work 
situations. 
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The taking a break kit is an alternative option to this. Instead of covering the laptop, 
this kit allows you to conceal yourself. By putting on earphones, an eye-mask and 
a blanket, you can temporarily give in to the urge of dropping out of the current 
stressful situation and create a safe space.
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The blanket also plays upon this idea of ‘dropping out’, but instead of you deciding 
when to do so, you’re reliant on a third-party to decide for you.
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The laptop stand blows air into the balloons, so the computer on it glides off. The 
danger of damaging the laptop could prevent overworking in the first place or add 
some thrill to one’s everyday work.

HOW WE CAN LEARN TO COPE WITH IT

The following five objects show more playful ways of dealing with stress at work. 
In being humoristic and surreal, they interrupt the person working when they 
detect a certain level of stress, measured in how many unread mails you have, 
pulse, number of appointments in the calendar or something along this line. The 
goal is to get the person laughing and to remind them of not to take things too 
seriously.
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The office chair which starts to turn and spin progressively faster, also helps to 
prevent the person from being able to work.
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A pen with a balloon attached glides out of the user’s hand as soon as it starts 
to inflate.
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A pair of inflatable gloves also have the same effect, only that now not just the 
current working tool is blocked, but the person wearing the gloves too. All they can 
do is wait until they deflate again.
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Slime slowly dripping onto the keyboard has the same effect as the turning chair. 
You can see and feel it starting, which in turn allows you continue working for a 
short while, until it makes it becomes totally impractical. This way, you are some-
what prepared for the break and can finish whatever you were doing.
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The theoretical section was my attempt at explor-
ing the topic broadly and conceptually. What I gath-
ered from my research method was a wide array 
of human stories, which offered me a selection of 
interesting opinions and anecdotes. However, I also 
found that the overwhelming amount of responses 
I received difficult to channel and therefore create 
something concrete or practical out of it.

Throughout the process, I undertook different forms 
of research for each experiment, as well as for the 
film too. I’m not sure whether or not the research 
from the theoretical part is really visible in the final 
outcome, but I’ve concluded that can often be the 
case when opting for more experimental and con-
ceptual modes of work.

In hindsight, I think I would have preferred to have 
had someone else to talk to during the process. If 
I were to repeat it, I would certainly consider work-
ing in a group. On many occasions, when confronted 
with important decisions, I often found myself feeling 
somewhat lost and lethargic. Talking to friends and 
classmates helped, so I believe that having a group 
or partner who equally involved in the topic as myself 
would have been beneficial.

As for some of the items used in the practical piece, 
I wasn’t sure about leaving them to appear so rough, 
but seeing them in the video, I think it’s definitely a 
statement of how the aesthetic is secondary to the 
message conveyed. I think the humoristic and some-
what slapstick tone doesn’t take away from the seri-
ous subject matter, but actually helps to highlight the 
absurdity of working culture and conditions. 

The final outcome is definitely different to what I had 
expected, but I think it fits the process and the topic 
quite well. In the end, it was primarily a personal ex-
ploration into the topic, so the self-experiments were 
a good way to track this journey and express what I’ve 
learned so far. 
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What I got out of the last few months were a lot of 
stories, a video documenting my experimental explo-
ration and in the end, more and complex and open 
questions than answers.

I like the conceptual approach of my thesis, and the 
theoretical and practical research, combined with the 
hands-on exploration gave me many new insights 
into this contemporary topic.

I’m aware that it’s a very research based piece, and 
since what came out of the theoretical part was very 
open, I also conducted more research for the prac-
tical part. This left me with a mass of material to po-
tentially go far deeper into the topic, so I’ve found it 
regrettable that I feel as though I’ve had to exclude 
a lot of my research. In retrospect, I would choose a 
narrower approach to explore the topic.

Despite the numerous hurdles and difficulties en-
countered, I enjoyed the abstract nature of the topic 
and I’d certainly choose it again. I also intend to delve 
deeper into the subject as well as the importance of 
work in our society in further future projects.

My thesis is made up of personal reflections, pop-cul-
tural references, history, politics and philosophical re-
search and explorations of everyday narratives. 

My main discoveries throughout the process ap-
peared obvious at first, but it struck me to see just 
how integrated work really is in our society. I realised 
that the idea of what work is, goes a lot deeper than 
expected - work is in often case, a main part of our  
identity. 

The relevance of my thesis I believe, lies mostly in 
my personal insights, from the participants of my re-
search and to the subsequent ones made by those 
who read it.

As this has been a subject I have been occupied with 
for a long time, I approached the topic with a lot of in-
terest and emotions. Someone once advised me not 
to take a topic I like for my thesis, as you will eventu-
ally grow to dislike it. That’s fortunately not been the 
case for me, as my interest in the meaning of work 
has only grown.
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Gaver; taken from the article ‘Cultural Probes’; Jan 1999

2. MY THOUGHTS
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Humans of Late Capitalism; https://www.instagram.com/humansoflate/; 2017

Screenshot of Google; Ramona Sprenger; Feb 2018
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Stills from the documentary ’The Reinvention of Normal’; Dominic Wilcox; 2015
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Motivational quote Steve Jobs; https://quotesurf.com/work-quotes; 2018

Work hard & be kind; https://weheartit.com/entry/59806433; 2018

Sunntig Abig; https://www.instagram.com/swissmeme/; 2018
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Getty Images Europe

I would prefer not to; https://www.etsy.com/au/listing/479821557/i-would-prefer-
no-to-zizek-t-shirt; 2018
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ics/display/82

I didn’t go to work today; original source unknown but also published in Fifth Es-
tate #325; Spring 1987
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Screenshots from reddit ‘When people ask what it’s like to work at Walmart…’; 
30 May 2017; status: 03 Apr 2018; https://www.reddit.com/r/walmart/com-
ments/6e7zsj/when_people_ask_what_its_like_to_work_at_walmart/

What’s the most legendary work meltdown you’ve seen?; 29 Mar 2018; status: 03 
Apr 2018; https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/884ohb/whats_the_
most_legendary_work_meltdown_youve_seen/

What’s the most ridiculous rule in your place of work?; 29 Aug 2017; status: 04 Apr 
2018; https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/6wqihh/whats_the_most_
ridiculous_rule_in_your_place_of/

It’s Friday again and feel like drinking because of work stress and loneliness. But 
heading to the gym instead.; 08 Dec 2017; status: 04 Apr 2018; https://www.reddit.
com/r/stopdrinking/comments/7ie76t/its_friday_again_and_feel_like_drinking_
because

Handling after-work stress; 20 Feb 2018; status: 04 Apr 2018; https://www.reddit.
com/r/hsp/comments/7yyipm/handling_afterwork_stress/

Surviving work stress; 10 Jan 2018; status: 04 Apr 2018; https://www.reddit.com/r/
Philippines/comments/7pg94l/surviving_work_stress/

Coming up with a concrete plan
Notebook Brainstorming; Ramona Sprenger; 2018

Post-its with fields of occupation; Ramona Sprenger; 2018

How my research went
Video still call on Facebook; Ramona Sprenger; 2018

Video stills call on Instagram; Ramona Sprenger; 2018

Evaluation process
Screenshots WhatsApp, Telegram und Facebook Messenger Conversations; Ra-
mona Sprenger; 2018

IMAGE CREDIT PART B

1. FINDING A TOPIC

Day 3 and 4: Pretotype
Skillshare concept; Ramona Sprenger; 2018

Day 10: Presentation
Talking device; Ramona Sprenger; 2018

2. RESEARCH
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Giorgia Lupi and Stefanie Posavec; Dear Data; 2016

Barbara Kruger; Untitled (I shop therefore I am); 1983; serigraph on vinyl

Barbara Kruger; Untitled (Money can buy you love); 1985; Collage

Barbara Kruger; Untitled (Your body is a battleground); 1989; photographic silk-
screen on vinyl

Nadya Tolokonnikowa’s (Pussy Riot) answer to the question ‘Why are you crea-
tive?’; 2017; paper

3. EXPERIMENTING

The talking device
Cashier with white shirt; https://www.rocketcitymom.com/how-to-make-your-
cashier-love-you/

Job interview; https://money.usnews.com/money/blogs/outside-voices-careers/
articles/2018-03-08/4-things-to-look-for-during-the-job-interview

Coworkers; https://woman.thenest.com/refuse-somebody-elses-job-work-2842.
html

Smiling employees; dailygeekshow.com

Smiling crew; https://www.truckzone.ca/careers/

Working in service; https://www.wikinger-reisen.de/wandern/deutschland/7628.
php 

Talking device; Ramona Sprenger; 2018

What can blankets do?
Taking a break kit; Ramona Sprenger; 2018

Kill your phone; workshop; Aram Bartholl; 2014

Emergency blanket; Ramona Sprenger; 2018

Uniforms for stability
Young Afro American Businesswoman Sitting In Office; Sonja Mack; 24. November 
2015; http://www.blackenterprise.com/successful-women-entrepreneurs-share-
the-business-rules-they-didnt-follow/young-afro-american-businesswom-
an-sitting-in-office/

Xi Jinping’s aim is to modernise the military to make troops more mobile and 
war-ready.; Reuters; 26 October 2017; http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-10-26/xi-
jinping-takes-absolute-control-of-armed-forces/9089712

Construction workers to get pay rise; 23. June 2016; https://www.ukconstruction-
media.co.uk/news/construction-workers-to-get-pay-rise/

A feeling of time
Laptop with a post-it on the time, so only the seconds are displayed; Ramona 
Sprenger; 2018

Being more serious or maybe not
Video stills from the test shoot for the final video; Ramona Sprenger; 2018

4. ANOTHER CONCLUSION

It’s already time to think about the exhibition
page 55: Visualisations of the exhibition design; Ramona Sprenger; 2018

Throwing an emergency blanket over a laptop; Ramona Sprenger; Claudio Rain-
olter; 2018

Falling asleep on the laptop; Ramona Sprenger; Claudio Rainolter; 2018

Sawing a hammer apart; Ramona Sprenger; Claudio Rainolter; 2018

A video it shall be
Video stills from the YouTube video ‘Monki Cares 1-800-LAZY-ECO (Russian subti-
tles)’; Daniel Eskils; 25.04.2017; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jMEE-5gRMc

Video stills from the YouTube video ‘The Hug Trench’; 10.04.2018; https://www.you-
tube.com/watch?v=utQfUOgfeq4

Video stills from the video ‘Poor Cherries - NOWNESS’; Jimmy Marble; Jan 2018; 
https://vimeo.com/251307915

Video stills from the video ‘Crème Caramel’; Daniel Fernández Abelló; 2014; https://
vimeo.com/97269114

Video stills from ‘Tirez sur le pianiste’; François Truffaut; 1960

Video stills from ‘À bout de souffle’; Jean-Luc Godard; 1960

Video stills from ‘Breaking The Rules - The French New Wave’; Lewis Bond; 28 May 
2015

Building props for the video shoot; Ramona Sprenger; 2018

Video set; Julie Folly; 2018

Video stills from the clips; julie Folly, Ramona Sprenger; 2018
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